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eXecUtIVe sUmmARY 
INtroductIoN
The Alaska Statewide Independent Living Council (SILC) is committed 
to promoting a philosophy of  consumer control, peer support, self-help, 
self-determination, equal access, and individual and systems advocacy. 
The goal of  the Independent Living movement is to maximize leadership, 
independence, productivity and full inclusion and integration of  individuals 
with disabilities into the mainstream of  American society. The Alaska 
Statewide Independent Living Council (SILC) was established in 1992 to 
advocate for and coordinate activities that provide Alaskans with Disabilities 
a greater voice in obtaining services that are consumer-responsive, cost-
effective and community-based.  
In the SILC‘s Statewide Plan for Independent Living finalized in 2007, the 
organization prioritized actions to “Improve systems in Rural Alaska to be 
more consistent with the IL philosophy”  and to “Ensure that there is a full 
range of  IL services available to all communities and Alaskans including 
persons in Rural Alaska and those in underserved cultural populations.”  
The action plan contained in the statewide plan has a Year One goal of  
creating a comprehensive plan to open a new CIL in a Southwestern 
Alaska community. SILC’s Rural Outreach Committee provides guidance 
and oversight to achieve these priorities.  The organization identified that 
Alaska’s Southwest/Bristol Bay region had a high population of  people with 
disabilities and sought appropriate models for serving this population.  SILC 
created a Request for Consulting Services Proposal to engage an outside 
firm to evaluate the needs and opportunities in the region. 
In February 2009, the Statewide Independent Living Council (SILC) 
contracted with an Anchorage-based community planning and development 
firm, Agnew::Beck Consulting LLC, to assess the current service delivery 
system, the needs of  the target population and develop an action plan to 
deliver improved services to persons living with disabilities in the Bristol 
Bay region. Activities included soliciting input from Bristol Bay community 
members to assess the gaps in existing services; developing a range of  
service delivery models for the SILC board members to evaluate; and, 
developing a plan for implementation.  
A project team was formed that included members of  the SILC Rural 
Outreach Committee, SILC Executive Director and members of  A::B’s 
staff  including Tanya Iden, Ellen Maling, Holly McQuinn and Thea Agnew 
Bemben.   Between February and April, the project team developed and 
implemented an outreach strategy, reviewed previous research and findings 
from the community and conducted personal interviews in Bristol Bay 
villages and towns. 

“I’m worried about Michael since 
he finished school. His grandmother 
takes care of  him, but she’s getting 

old. I just don’t know what will 
happen to him in the future. Does 
that mean going to Anchorage?  I 

just don’t know. This place is all he 
knows and he just needs someone to 

help him take care of  himself.”

   – Interview 
Respondent
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This report contains the following sections:

Section One : :  Methodology
Provides an overview of  the project development, its focus, objectives, 
outreach methods and highlights the development of  the service delivery 
options and evaluation criteria. 

Section Two : :Project Background
This section provides an overview of  the Bristol Bay region including 
geography, economic and social factors, with information about the 
status of  the population of  individuals with disabilities in Bristol Bay. The 
background section also contains an overview of  the Independent Living 
movement and the organizational capacity of  the current Centers for 
Independent Living (CILs) in Alaska.  

Section Three : :  Overview of  Existing Services 
This section describes the current service delivery system, including an 
overview of  the Rural Health Care system in Alaska, services provided by 
the State of  Alaska and an inventory of  the current range of  organizations 
serving people with disabilities in Bristol Bay. Included in this section is an 
assessment of  the strengths and gaps of  the current service delivery system. 

Section Four : :  Needs of  the Target Population
The results from the interviews and surveys are included here, with some 
key findings to inform decision making about the service delivery options. 

Section Five : :Service Delivery Options
This section describes several “Best Practices” from similar rural and Tribal 
IL efforts in the Lower 48 states.  The study team created a series of  four 
options for service delivery and prepared a cursory review of  the financial 
requirements of  each. This section ends with the criteria and process 
suggested for determining the preferred service delivery option. 
Please note that this report will be completed after the board meeting 
scheduled for May 28, 2009. Once the board identifies a preferred 
alternative, the study team will work together to create a comprehensive 
action plan and to complete funding research to inform the development of  
a fundraising plan. 
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KEy FINdINgS

Background 

Physical and Social Demographics
Located in southwestern Alaska, the Bristol Bay region consists of  
vast, diverse, largely roadless wilderness, punctuated by small villages in 
an area encompassing over 40,000 square miles. As of  2007, the State 
of  Alaska, Division of  Community and Regional Affairs estimates the 
region’s population at 7,192 residents. Bristol Bay villages are populated 
predominantly by Alaska Native people specifically, Aleut/Alutiiq people, 
Dena’ina Athabascan people, and Yupik people. Dillingham is the largest 
community in Bristol Bay with about 2,400 residents, and is the government, 
service and transportation hub for the region. The smaller, distant villages 
are connected to the regional hubs by air, boat and snow machine. A few of  
the villages are only inhabited on a seasonal basis. 
Bristol Bay is a large area with a relatively small number of  people, making 
any form of  service delivery challenging.  This is compounded by the above-
average proportion of  people with disabilities as compared to the rest of  
the state, 20.9 percent in this region compared with 14.9 percent statewide 
according to U.S. Census 2000, and an increasing Elder population. The 
existing service delivery system in the region is a strong foundation on 
which to build. Strengthening partnership with existing service providers 
should be the foundation of  efforts to improve Independent Living services 
to residents of  the region. The unique combination of  circumstances 
presents a context for developing a service delivery model that is creative, 
innovative and makes efficient use of  existing resources.

Current Service Delivery
Access Alaska has adapted a service delivery model that uses a “Circuit 
Rider” approach, where an individual familiar with the region and the 
landscape in rural Alaska conducts periodic activities in the region.  This 
individual connects consumers with the wide range of  services to meet 
the needs of  people with disabilities.  These include but are not limited to 
information and referral services; overall case management and individual 
advocacy services; independent living training; and technical assistance 
regarding assistive technology.
The current services available to people with disabilities in Bristol Bay 
include an inventory of  14 organizations that serve people with disabilities 
through their existing programs and across the range of  age groups.  The 
region is served by the Bristol Bay Area Health Corporation, which has 
clinics in most villages, three sub-regional clinics and a secondary care 
hospital in Dillingham.  Each village is also governed by a federally-
recognized Tribe, which administers a variety of  social, housing and 
advocacy programs that address the needs of  tribal members. 
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One of  the greatest strengths in the Bristol Bay region is the people 
who provide services to individuals with disabilities. They are passionate 
and resourceful and have extensive experience serving individuals with 
disabilities.   Many providers who were interviewed for this study have 
grown up in the area and have strong connections with extended family 
and community networks.  The tribal health and social services system is 
an outstanding resource for service delivery to individuals with disabilities.  
Most primary care health and social services are available at no charge to 
Indian Health Service beneficiaries and tribal members.  The staff, facilities 
and services provided by Bristol Bay Native Association, Bristol Bay Area 
Health Corporation and the other regional and local organizations provide a 
strong foundation upon which to build. 
The major gaps in the existing service delivery system as it relates to 
providing Independent Living services to people with disabilities fall into 
three main areas:

Understanding the network of  services available, which organization • 
provides them and how best to access them
Understanding the different kinds of  disabilities, the Independent • 
Living philosophy and values for people with disabilities
Lack of  networking between existing services to ensure consistent • 
and conscientious follow-up to each individual with disabilities 
seeking support

The Needs of  the Target Population
As one of  its core values to foster consumer direction, SILC wanted to 
ensure that the consumers themselves had the opportunity to express 
their needs and concerns for service delivery in the region. This study 
used a variety of  outreach methods, outlined in Appendix I to ensure that 
consumers had adequate opportunity to contribute their opinions.  As of  
May 6 2009, Agnew::Beck received 41 responses to a questionnaire and 
conducted 29 interviews with a wide range of  consumers, service providers 
and policy makers.  These interviews yielded several key findings to inform 
the development of  service delivery options in Bristol Bay.
Survey results found that the most pressing needs for individuals to live 
in the community of  their choice are housing specific to individual with 
disabilities and Elders, Personal Care Attendant services provided by well-
trained and consistent staff  and transportation.  Respondents also identified 
group social and/or recreational services and activities, employment 
options and assistance (job training and job coaching) as pressing 
needs. Respondents also noted the need to feel safe in their homes and 
communities, and the desire to develop programs where the “youth help the 
Elders and the Elders pass on cultural knowledge.”
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The interviews with support service providers, existing CILs and policy 
makers generated three perspectives informing service delivery options:

Resources are Limited and Needs are Increasing•	  
Any new program development would need to demonstrate program 
effectiveness, in addition to being a sustainable use of  financial 
resources. Interviewees mentioned the need to develop a systemic, 
cohesive and results-based reporting system for demonstrating the 
outcomes (including cost savings) of  SILC funded activities.  
The	Definition	of 	Disability	and	the	IL	Concept	are	Unclear	•	  
Interviewees mentioned one perception that impedes the advocacy 
efforts is the lack of  a clear definition and stories relating to the IL 
services provided.  There is a dire need to express IL philosophy 
in terms that are readily accessible to the public, lawmakers and 
other policy makers.  More community education and awareness are 
needed to ensure appropriate services can continue.
Local	Control	and	Collaboration	are	Essential	•	  
Interviews cited the need for direct services to be delivered 
within the region by a passionate, connected and motivated local 
advocate—someone who is steadily responding, linking and 
advocating for service delivery.

When considering the needs of  the target population, there are three main 
points to consider as the service delivery options are considered. 

The percentage of  people with disabilities in Bristol Bay is higher • 
than the State of  Alaska as a whole and higher than national trends.  
This percentage does not take into account the individuals who 
have FASD but do not have a formal designation recognizing their 
disability.  If  these individuals are included, then the size of  the 
target population for a CIL would increase. 
Individuals with disabilities and their caregivers prioritize “Personal • 
Care Assistance” as the most important service that is needed to 
help them live independently. 
Housing and Transportation were cited as needs that are not • 
currently being met. These services are generally not directly 
provided by a CIL, but often delivered in conjunction with other 
support services. 

While the content of  research, surveys, interviews are important 
contributions to understanding the context for decision making, personal 
stories offer compelling connections between the individuals in local 
communities and the SILC board.  The story presented below illustrates just 
one situation. 
Lucy is 86 and has been living independently in her home.  Recently, she 
fell and broke her hip, and was transferred from her village to a regional 
hospital.  She underwent hip replacement surgery and then returned to 
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her village.  The Tribal Council wanted to help Lucy but was not sure who 
to call or how to access the wheelchair and support services she needed.  
The Tribal Council called Elder Services at BBNA, but found that the 
director was on travel leave and was unavailable. The local sub-regional 
clinic’s medical provider mentioned that it is not uncommon for people to 
be discharged without any discharge plan or follow-up. Finally, the Tribal 
Council found out about Access Alaska and was able to complete the forms 
needed to access the equipment. 
This story illustrates several considerations that are important to SILC 
as they consider program delivery options.  There is a clear need for 
improved, easily accessible information for rural residents and their support 
service providers to understand and access available services.  However, 
this story also illustrates the importance of  linking and aligning current 
service delivery systems. In this case, the social worker at the hospital, the 
village clinic staff, the Elder Services Coordinator at BBNA and the Tribal 
Administrator, need to be linked together better so that these existing staff  
can work together to ensure that Lucy is able to recover and remain in her 
community of  choice.
Service Delivery Options
An effective service delivery model should focus on linking and 
coordinating existing services to provide a holistic array of  services during 
these transitions. The priority gaps identified through this study include:   

A lack of  information and education to help consumers learn about • 
the services available to them on the state and regional level and 
how best to access these services
A lack of  coordination that assesses the needs of  an individual • 
consumer and links him or her to available services, that also 
includes consistent, ongoing follow-up
Advocacy to help communities understand the Independent Living • 
philosophy and to develop a service delivery system for rural Alaska 
that embodies these values and helps people experiencing disabilities 
maintain a high quality of  life

Based on an evaluation of  existing organizations and support systems in 
Bristol Bay, this study proposes four service delivery options:
A. Establish a new Organization and develop a CIL with 2.5 Full Time 

Equivalent Employees(FTE)
B. Develop a focused IL program  under an existing local entity with 1.5 

FTE 
C. Use Existing Local Entity to enhance service with one additional staff  

person  or a re-direction of  resources with .75-1 FTE
D. Continue Access Alaska’s work in region, with enhanced services from a 

designated service coordinator who dedicates .5 FTE. 
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In order to prioritize the service delivery options and select a preferred 
one, each SILC Board member will complete a confidential ranking of  
the options against set criteria. These criteria include the extent to which 
the option embodies the Independent Living philosophy, the level of  
financial commitment required, the prospects for financial and human 
resource sustainability, general practicality, risk management and the level 
of  collaboration that will be needed.  The challenge facing the SILC board 
is that the need is great, and the needs expressed by the target population 
are generally addressed by a CIL through advocacy, not by direct services.  
Meeting the needs of  a target population spread across a vast region will 
demand a creative, collaborative solution. 
A second issue is the very rural character of  the Bristol Bay region and 
the significant costs of  establishing infrastructure. Establishing a new CIL 
anywhere in Alaska would present challenges to recruiting and retaining 
staff, conducting effective program management, securing adequate funding, 
and performing quality program evaluation. The challenges to hiring and 
retaining staff  in rural Alaska are acute because the cost of  operations is 
high and the local economy is weak.      
A third key issue is the need to develop information and referral systems 
particularly for service providers based in villages and hub communities.  
Public information such as a portal website that provides a searchable 
inventory of  services in rural Alaska would create an easily updated source 
accessible to anyone with an Internet connection. To reach providers from 
around the state and increase networking between providers, SILC could 
provide training and outreach at local and statewide events to build a web of  
services to help people in rural Alaska living with disabilities maintain their 
independence. The idea of  using the CIL model as a “connector” that links 
the existing service providers to address the needs of  people with disabilities 
in a more efficient way will be critical for effective outreach, program 
sustainability, and ultimate program success.  

Next Steps
Each board member is encouraged to take the time to review the findings 
in more depth, review the service delivery options and to score each of  
the service delivery options. A separate attachment contains the service 
delivery options, information about the scoring criteria and a scoresheet. 
Agnew::Beck will compile the scores and present them, along with a 
summary of  this report, to guide the discussion during the board meeting. 
Each board member’s scores are confidential. 
The final report, provided by June 30, 2009,  will contain this document 
and the final summary of  the selected option with a staffing plan, operating 
budget estimate, implementation timeline and plan and potential funding 
sources. 
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lIst of AcRonYms
A::B  Agnew::Beck
ABIN  Alaska Brain Injury Network
ADLs  Activities of  Daily Living
AIDTAC American Indian Disability and Technical Assistance Center 
ANCSA  Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act
ANMC  Alaska Native Medical Center 
ANTHC Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium 
APD Waiver Adults with Physical Disabilities Waiver
BBNA  Bristol Bay Native Association
CANAR Consortia of  Administrators for Native American 
  Rehabilitation, Inc.
CHA  Community Health Aide
CHAP  Community Health Aide Practitioner
CHC  Community Health Center
CIL  Center for Independent Living
CCMC Waiver Children with Complex Medical Conditions Waiver 
DD  Developmental Disability
DVR  Division of  Vocational Rehabilitation
DOD   U.S. Departments of  Defense
DPA  Division of  Public Assistance 
EMT   Emergency Medical Technician
FAPE  Free Appropriate Public Education
FASD  Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder
GED  Graduate Equivalency Diploma
IADLs  Independent Activities of  Daily Living
IDEA  Individual with Disabilities Education Act
IEP  Individualized Education Program
IHS  U.S. Indian Health Service
IL  Independent Living
KPILC  Kenai Peninsula Independent Living Council
LOC  Level of  Care Assessments 
MRDD  Waiver  Mental Retardation and Developmental 
  Disabilities Waiver
OA  Older Alaskans Waiver
OT  Occupational Therapist
PCA  Personal Care Assistance 
PT  Physical Therapists
SAIL  Southeast Independent Living 
SDS  State of  Alaska Senior and Disabilities Services 
SESA  Special Education Services Administration
SILC  Statewide Independent Living Council
TDAP   Tribal Disability Actualization Process 
TVR  Tribal Vocational Rehabilitation
VA  Veterans’ Affairs
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1:: metHodologY
FocuS 
In a Western Area Alaska Center for Independent Living Feasibility Study 
completed in 2002, results from interviews demonstrated the need for 
improved services to help people with disabilities live as independently as 
possible. This study focuses on the Bristol Bay region, identifies the unmet 
needs of  the target population and proposes a range of  service delivery 
options to meet these needs. The recommendations offered here were 
developed through an analysis of  existing data and from input gathered 
through a needs assessment process working with consumers and providers 
in the Bristol Bay region.
The target population of  this study is individuals with disabilities who live 
in the Bristol Bay region.  The most prevalent types of  disabilities in the 
region are cognitive disabilities and age-related disabilities. The priority goal 
for many people living with disabilities in rural communities, as expressed 
in interviews conducted during this study, is to help people with disabilities 
to remain in their home communities and to provide services locally.  
However, this study also revealed the unique challenges of  meeting this 
goal.  

oBjEctIVES
SILC contracted with Agnew::Beck Consulting, LLC to develop a 
comprehensive inventory and assessment of  existing programs, services and 
facilities available in Bristol Bay communities that help Elders and people 
living with disabilities to live as independently as possible. This study also 
identifies gaps in service delivery and other programmatic or facility needs 
in the region.  This inventory draws from information compiled by SILC’s 
Stakeholder Advisory Committee, the Centers for Independent Living and 
from:

One-on-one interviews: A series of  interviews with consumers, • 
caregivers, service providers, and other stakeholders 
Community Survey: With input from SILC’s Rural Outreach Committee, • 
a web-based questionnaire was developed and made available on the 
project website at:  www.agnewbeck.com; a hard copy was sent to all 
Bristol Bay Village Councils and others who requested hard copy format
Secondary research: Compiling existing information about the • 
population of  individuals with disabilities and projecting future trends

“Independent living is about having 
choices and about having the right 

to make those choices, to make one’s 
own mistakes, and to learn from 
them in the same way that people 

without disabilities can. People with 
disabilities must be empowered to 
take control over their own lives.”

– Southeast Alaska Independent 
Living (SAIL)
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outrEAcH MEtHodS
Agnew::Beck staff  conducted a range of  outreach activities. These 
included two direct mailings to tribal entities in Bristol Bay communities, 
announcements included in the Bristol Bay Native Association newsletter, 
and press releases distributed to KDLG (the local radio station), the Bristol 
Bay Times and Alaska Newspapers. Additional outreach through flyer 
distribution occurred through the Bristol Bay Area Health Corporation 
network of  Family Service Workers and Community Health Aides, with a 
follow-up notice in the Family Service Worker newsletter.  Agnew::Beck 
emailed, called and faxed every tribal council in the region to ensure that 
they received flyers and information about how to complete the online 
survey.  Agnew::Beck distributed email notices to a number of  statewide 
electronic mailing lists, including those hosted by the Alaska Brain 
Injury Network and the Stone Soup Group.  In all of  these mechanisms, 
individuals were directed to complete the online survey and to contact a 
designated Agnew::Beck staff  member for assistance or further comment.
Interviews and personal visits were conducted with the Centers for 
Independent Living and members of  SILC’s Rural Outreach Committee.  
The lead consultant completed three trips to the region; one was in 
conjunction with a Disability Law Center Training, the second was a village 
trip to Newhalen and Illiamna and the third was to Dillingham and New 
Stuyahok in a single trip.  Unfortunately, the flight to New Stuyahok was 
cancelled on extremely short notice. This change precluded a visit to another 
substitute village in the region within the budget and timeframe of  time 
allotted for the third trip. However, Thea Agnew of  Agnew::Beck was in 
Togiak and Ekwok during the outreach phase; she did not conduct specific 
interviews on the SILC project but shared information about the project 
with village residents.
The study team communicated with consumers, family members and service 
providers through phone conversations and personal visits to gather more 
detailed information. Throughout the project, the study team completed 24 
interviews, received 41 survey submissions and discussed, through one-
on-one personal conversations, the individual needs and situations of  11 
individuals who were potential consumers of  CIL services.    

dEVELoPMENt oF SErVIcE dELIVEry oPtIoNS 
ANd EVALuAtIoN crItErIA
Based on the interviews, research, inventory and assessment, the study team 
developed a range of  service delivery options.  The options are informed 
by the guiding values of  the Independent Living movement: to increase 
consumer control, peer support, self-help, self-determination, equal access, 
and to enhance individual and system advocacy for people with disabilities.  
Each of  the service delivery options includes a preliminary implementation 
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plan with budget information, a description of  staffing, location and 
services, and program evaluation methods. In order to project the costs 
associated with each service delivery option, the staffing, salary levels and 
operating structure, the study team evaluated the four existing Centers for 
Independent Living within the state as well as models out-of-state. The 
estimated costs were adjusted for the increased cost of  living in rural Alaska. 
The SILC’s Board of  Directors will review and discuss the results of  
the needs assessment and will rank the service delivery options during a 
facilitated work session facilitated in late May 2009. The criteria for selecting 
a preferred strategy and developing an action plan are:

IL PHILOSOPHY: To what extent does this option embody the •	
philosophy and effectively deliver Independent Living services? 
FINANCIAL ALLOCATION: To what extent does this option •	
effectively use SILC’s limited financial resources? 
FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY: How sustainable is this option •	
over the next 3-10 years?
HUMAN RESOURCE SUSTAINABILITY: Based on current •	
information, how possible will it be to recruit and retain quality staff  
for this option? 
PRACTICALITY: Is it sensible and useful for SILC to implement •	
this option?
RISK MANAGEMENT: Risk Management is the ability of  an •	
organization to deal with factors that could adversely affect its 
daily or long-term operations. Risk is present with finances, staff, 
reputation and physical environment.  How risky is this option?
COLLABORATION: To what extent will this option build •	
partnerships with local organizations and leverage SILC resources to 
greater effect?

Once the SILC board of  directors identifies the highest-ranking service 
delivery option, the study team will develop a timeline and work plan for 
implementation. The implementation plan will form the second part of  this 
document. In addition, funding research specific to the preferred service 
delivery option will identify potential local, state, and federal funding sources 
for independent living services in the Bristol Bay Region.  In order to best 
understand the entire context for developing and implementing service 
delivery in Rural Alaska, and in Bristol Bay in particular, it is helpful to have 
an introduction to the landscape. The following section provides a broad 
overview and background to inform decision-making. 
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2 :: pRoJect BAckgRoUnd
In order to understand the context for improving services to people with 
disabilities in the Bristol Bay area, this section describes the geography, 
culture and history, and communities of  the area and provides a snapshot of  
data describing the population of  individuals with disabilities and projected 
growth trends. This section also includes a summary of  the Independent 
Living movement and a description of  services offered by Centers for 
Independent Living in other parts of  Alaska. 

ABout BrIStoL BAy

Physical and Cultural Geography 
Located in southwestern Alaska, the Bristol Bay region consists of  vast, 
diverse, largely roadless wilderness, punctuated b distant villages. Its 
boundaries extend from the village of  Nondalton located on the west shore 
of  Six Mile Lake, between Lake Clark and Iliamna Lake to Perryville on 
the south coast of  the Alaska Peninsula, an area encompassing over 40,000 
square miles. 

As of  2007, the State of  Alaska, Division of  Community and Regional 
Affairs estimates the region’s population at 7,192 residents. Bristol Bay 
villages are predominantly populated by Alaska Native people  specifically, 
Aleut/Alutiiq people, Dena’ina Athabascan people, and Yupik people.  
Aleut/Alutiiq people historically inhabited the communities on the ocean 
side of  the Alaska Peninsula, the Dena’ina Athabascan people are from 
the areas surrounding Lake Clark and Illiamna Lake, and the Yupik people 
traditionally inhabit the western side of  Bristol Bay. The map below 
describes the location and population counts of  the villages in the region. 
Throughout the region, village residents value their tightly knit communities 
with a strong foundation in traditional Alaska Native cultures and, in some 
places, influenced by Russian culture; Russian Orthodox churches are 
present in many communities. Because of  the commercial fishing industry 
that has been active in the region for over one hundred years, many different 
kinds of  people have come to Bristol Bay and settled there, making it a 
diverse and closely-knit region.
Dillingham is the largest community in Bristol Bay with approximately 
2,400 people, and is the government, service and transportation hub for the 
region. The smaller villages are connected to the regional hubs by air, boat 
and snow machine. A few of  the villages are only inhabited on a seasonal 
basis.
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Economic and Social Factors 
Bristol Bay’s rivers and streams support the world’s largest red salmon 
run, which has attracted people for centuries for both subsistence and 
commercial fishing. For the past one hundred years, the commercial salmon 
fishing and canning industry has been a dominate influence on local culture 
and economy. In 2001, the region was declared a State economic disaster 
because of  low salmon returns and weak salmon prices. Subsequent seasons 
saw modest improvements in some portions of  Bristol Bay, but both fish 

Map 1. Population and Villages in Bristol Bay table 1. Bristol Bay Populations, 
2007 estimates

Bristol Bay 
Village 

total 
pop. 
(2007 
estimate)

% of 
residents 
native 
or part 
native

Aleknagik 237 85%
chignik 81 61%
chignik Lagoon 68 83%
chignik Lake 128 88%
clarks Point 66 92%
dillingham 2,405 61%
Egegik 64 77%
Ekuk seasonal use only
Ekwok 108 94%
Igiugig 32 83%
Illiamna 93 58%
Ivanof Bay seasonal use only
Kanatak seasonal use only
King Salmon 426 30%
Kokhanok 175 91%
Koliganek 192 89%
Levelock 71 95%
Manokotak 431 95%
Naknek 543 47%
New Stuyahok 448 96%
Newhalen 167 91%
Nondalton 196 90%
Pedro Bay 38 64%
Perryville 119 98%
Pilot Point 61 86%
Port Heiden 87 78%
Portage creek 9 86%
South Naknek 66 84%
togiak 787 93%
twin Hills 81 94%
ugashik 13 82%
total 
population

7,192
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prices and numbers of  fish returning were still well below historic levels. 
The decline of  the area’s main industry has lead to a decline in the economy 
as a whole and the area has experience out-migration as a result.  
Because of  the social and cultural transitions that the last century has 
brought to Bristol Bay communities, a number of  social characteristics 
particularly pertain to the goal of  helping people with disabilities live 
independently:

Close family ties, access to subsistence resources and other • 
dimensions of  village life are strong attractions; at the same time, 
like all of  rural Alaska, Bristol Bay communities have high levels 
substance abuse, suicide, accidental death, and domestic violence. 
This conflicting set of  circumstances can create a difficult situation 
for a person with disabilities that wants to continue living in the 
community, but where the social supports are not in place for them 
to do so.  
The lack of  jobs and business opportunities mean a large • 
percentage of  young people leave the region to pursue educational 
opportunities and find a way to support themselves and their 
families. In particular young people are leaving the smaller, more 
distant villages. The youth population in larger communities, 
like Dillingham, has increased in recent years.  This out- and 
in-migration from villages to larger communities has particular 
implications for the region’s ability to ensure that younger people 
are available to assist with care giving for Elders or individuals with 
disabilities.
The traditional cultures of  the area all hold Elders in high esteem • 
and value them as leaders of  the communities and bearers of  
important knowledge that needs to be passed down to younger 
generations. However, because of  the limited cash economy in 
the area and the low-income level of  many households, often the 
resources to support Elders and to care for them when they have 
disabilities are very limited.

Regional Resilience
A resilient community has the ability and the resources to adapt to changing 
circumstances. Resiliency is influenced by the natural environment, 
attitudes towards change, community cohesiveness, cooperative problem 
solving, leadership resources, available infrastructure, human resources, 
and economic structure and diversity. Despite the challenges, Bristol Bay 
continues to be home to a resilient culture and the residence of  many 
talented and energetic people.  Human resources are a fundamental and 
essential part of  service delivery to people with disabilities.  
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trENdS IN tHE tArgEt PoPuLAtIoN 
As mentioned earlier, Bristol Bay is a large area populated with a relatively 
small number of  people, making any form of  service delivery challenging.   
This is compounded by the higher than average proportion of  people with 
disabilities as compared to the rest of  the state, 20.9 percent in this region 
compared with 14.9 percent statewide, and an increasing Elder population. 
In this region, traditional service models will be prohibitively expensive and 
difficult to deliver.  The unique combination of  circumstances presents a 
context for developing a service delivery model that is creative, innovative 
and makes efficient use of  existing resources.   

Elder and People with Disabilities Population Overview (1)

Based on the 2007 American Community Survey information, there are 
609,541 residents over the age of  five in Alaska and 90,363 of  these 
residents (14.8 percent of  the total population) live with some sort of  
disability.
In 2000, the population over the age of  five was 579,341 in Alaska with 
14.9 percent of  those residents living with a disability. Also that year, there 
were 7,261 individuals over the age of  five residing in Bristol Bay with 
20.9 percent (1,514 people) living with a disability. The Bristol Bay region 
includes the Dillingham Census Area, the Bristol Bay and the Lake and 
Peninsula Boroughs. This compares to the disability rate of  19.3 percent for 
the country as a whole in 2000.
Figure 1 compares the percent of  individuals living with a disability in 
Bristol Bay with the state in 2000. If  the percentage of  individuals living 
with a disability stays constant, based on the projected population growth 
from 2006 and 2030, there will be an additional 100 individuals with 
disabilities in the Bristol Bay region by 2020. 
The Elder population is projected to increase 51 percent between 2006 and 
2020. The total Elder population in Bristol Bay is projected to gradually fall 
after its predicted peak in 2020, but the total Elder population will still be 
increased in size in 2030 as compared to 2006. 
The planning efforts to determine needs for long-term care and other 
services relating to older individuals with disabilities must take the significant 
growth in this population into consideration.  As the circumstances and 
situations for people with disabilities change in the future, Independent 
Living Services will need to adapt as well.  The following section provides 
an overview of  the current state of  Independent Living Services in Alaska, 
focusing on an overview of  the IL movement and highlighting operational 
characteristics of  existing providers. 1. Source U.S. Census Bureau
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INdEPENdENt LIVINg oVErVIEW 
In order to fully evaluate and identify the context for program development 
in the Bristol Bay region, an understanding of  the history of  Independent 
Living, the structure of  current IL service delivery throughout the state is 
necessary. 

Independent Living and Centers for Independent Living (CILs)
The guiding value of  the Independent Living movement is that those who 
experience a disability or need assistance with Activities of  Daily Living 
(ADLs) are the experts on their own lives.  People experiencing disabilities 
require certain supports in order to live as independently as possible, and 
must be the primary voice in decisions that affect them.  The Independent 
Living movement arose from the Disabilities Rights Movement that began 
in the 1970s. It encourages self-representation in decision making about 
program and services options, and maximizes control for consumers so that 
they may live with dignity.  
A Center for Independent Living is an organization run by individuals 
experiencing disabilities that provides role modeling and peer support. The 
Independent Living Movement emphasizes consumer control.  Each Center 
for Independent Living acheives this with staff  and Board of  Directors  
being comprised necessarily of  at least 51% people with significant 
disabilities. Four centers currently operate in Alaska. “The first CILs were 
established in the early 1970s, and were defined much as they are today as 
consumer-controlled, community-based, cross-disability, nonresidential, 

Figure1. Percent of People Living with a disability in Bristol Bay and Alaska(2)

2. U.S Census 2000

20.9 % living 
with a disability

Alaska 
population

14.9 % living 
with a disability

Bristol Bay 
population

1,514
86,322
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private, nonprofit agencies.” (3)  Generally, a Center for Independent Living 
will work with local and regional organizations and governing bodies to 
improve infrastructure, raise awareness about disability issues and lobby for 
legislation that promotes equal opportunities and prohibits discrimination (4). 

Statewide Independent Living Council of  Alaska (SILC)
The Statewide Independent Living Council of  Alaska (SILC) is comprised 
of  13 members appointed by the Governor, most of  whom are Alaskans 
living with a disability. SILC is a not-for-profit 501 (c) 3, non-governmental, 
consumer controlled organization that develops, monitors and evaluates 
the federally funded State Plan for Independent Living in Alaska; promotes 
the independent living philosophy statewide; and, provides support and 
technical assistance to Centers for Independent Living. 
SILC was established under the federal Rehabilitation Act and Alaska Statue, 
47.80.03.  It is charged with helping individuals experiencing disabilities 
gain full inclusion and integration into mainstream society, employment, 
and independent living.  SILC promotes independent living and works to 
maximize opportunities for individuals living with disabilities through a 
philosophical framework that includes the following core components:

Consumer control• 
Peer support• 
Self-help• 
Self-determination• 
Equal access• 
Individual and system advocacy• 

To reach individuals living with disabilities throughout the State, SILC 
developed five service delivery regions served by the four Centers for 
Independent Living as follows:
In their service regions, the CILs offer a wide range of  services to meet 
the needs of  people with disabilities.  These include: information and 
referral services;  overall case management and individual advocacy 
services; independent living training; technical assistance regarding 
assistive technology; vocational services and information on benefits 
and transportation services (such as taxi vouchers); and, services offered 
through the Consumer Services Fund, which provides financial support 
for  bathroom safety equipment, emergency medications, magnifiers, rental 
assistance, car repair, utility hook-up, and participation fees for recreational 
activities. 
Access Alaska’s programs are certainly the most comprehensive and wide 
reaching of  the SILC members. It offers a comprehensive infrastructure 
that serves the largest service area of  all the CILs, providing Access 
Alaska staff  with awareness of  and access to a number of  programs.  

3. Southeast Alaska Independent Living 
(SAIL) website: www.sailinc.org
4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Independent_living
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cIl
Administra-
tive struc-
ture

service 
locations

Staffing 
demographics 

est. Annual 
Budget 

2008 
Request 
to  
dVR(6)

% of dVR 
funding 
of Annual 
Budget

Annual 
consumers 
served

Access 
Alaska

Main office, 
satellites in 
Fairbanks and 
Mat-Su.

Serves: 
Anchorage, 
Bristol Bay,  yK 
delta, Interior, 
North Slope

1 FtE Executive 
director, 6 FtE unit 
directors (program and 
admin) with support 
staff.

$9,250,000 
($7M in “Fee 
Service” 
revenue)

$708,800 8% More than 
1,800

SAIL 
Alaska 

Main office in 
juneau, with 
satellite offices 
in Haines, 
Ketchikan and 
Sitka.

Serves:  Entire 
Southeast 
region including 
yakutat.

1 FtE Executive 
director, 2.5 FtE 
Program directors, 8.5 
FtE Program delivery 
staff, plus administrative.

$1,300,000 $62,400 5% 879 from 17 
communities

KPILc

Main office in 
Homer, with 
satellite offices 
in Soldotna 
and Seward

Serves: Kodiak 
Island, Kenai 
Peninsula, 
copper center 
region and tok.

1FtE Executive director, 
Homer has 5 FtE staff, 
Soldotna office has 5 
staff, 2 of which are 
shared with others. 
Seward office has 2 FTE 
and one volunteer.

$1,125,000 $336,550 30%

907, with 38% 
from Homer 
area, 54% 
from central 
Peninsula and 
3.5% from other 
regions.

Arctic 
Access

Office in 
Kotzebue, with 
staff in Nome

Nome, 
Kotzebue and 
surrounding 
region

Director- .25 FTE, Office 
support .25FtE,
Program delivery .5FtE

$165,000 $73,250 44% 122

table 2. Structure of center for Independent Living in Alaska, provides a summary of the organizational 
structure of each of the cILs located in Alaska (5).

5. Much of  this information from 
proposals submitted to the State of  Alaska, 
Department of  Vocational Rehabilitation 
by each CIL.
6. DVR is the Division of  Vocational 
Rehabilitation under the Department of  
Labor. 

Access Alaska offers a variety of  programs including  a Consumer 
Directed Personal Care Services program, Independent Wellness mental 
health service coordination program, ADA Partner’s Program, Adaptive 
Equipment Loan Closet, Aging and Disability Resource Center Services,  
Home Accessibility Modification Project,  Youth in Transition Program, 
Older Blind Program, StartUP self  employment program, and the 
Interpreter Referral Line program.  Additional programs include the 
Community Developmental Disabilities Program, Care Coordination for 
consumers supported by Older Alaskan (OA) and Adults with Physical 
Disabilities (APD) Home and Community Based Medicaid Waivers.   
All of  the CILs conduct systems advocacy, which provides a voice for many 
of  the consumers who may be unable to reach policy makers themselves.  
When aggregated, Access Alaska, Arctic Access, SAIL and KPILC provide 
the majority of  services (in descending order) that include information 
and referral, Independent Living Skills Training, Assistive Technology and 

Equipment and Vocational Services.
Equipment and Vocational Services.
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This section provides an overview of  the existing health and human 
services delivery system for people with disabilities in Bristol Bay.  This 
section includes an inventory of  services for Elders and people with 
disabilities, including process maps that illustrate how different aspects of  
the target population may interact with the service delivery system.  There is 
also a brief  overview of  the strengths and gaps of  the existing network.  

rurAL HEALtH cArE SyStEM IN ALASKA
Due to the geographic vastness of  the state, delivering health care services 
in rural areas is particularly challenging. Arguably, one of  the most 
significant challenges relates to the costs associated with delivering services 
in small, distant communities. High costs of  delivering health care services 
makes it difficult to develop and deliver services in rural communities 
which results in the lack of  availability of  certain types of  care. Residents 
in rural Alaska are often required to travel to regional hub communities for 
care. Depending on the acuity of  the health condition requiring treatment, 
residents may also need to travel to larger urban centers such as Anchorage 
or Fairbanks. This translates into higher health care costs for rural residents. 
Rural residents face higher costs than those in the state’s major population 
centers (7).  Travel to rural hospitals and health care providers is expensive. 
Airfare to the nearest hospital may cost $100 to $200 per person, while 
travel from the more distant villages to Anchorage may cost $1,200. Ground 
transportation and lodging once a patient arrives in a regional hub or urban 
center also adds to the cost of  care. Many patients, such as children and 
elders, need caregivers to travel with them, increasing the costs. 
To begin addressing the challenges of  delivering health care services in rural 
areas, state health planners and Emergency Medical Services developed the 
“Levels of  Community” framework for health care services planning in 
the late 1970’s. The “levels-of-care” approach identifies appropriate health 
resources and services for five community levels, considering factors such 
as location, continuity, coordination, continuum of  services, and referral 
patterns. Service linkages from lower to higher levels of  care are a central 
element of  the system. This model could be one approach that SILC could 
take to ensure that adequate intervention and support exists for its target 
population in rural Alaska.
The levels are presented here to demonstrate the range of  services that are 
available in the Bristol Bay communities:
Level I – Village: Level I communities offer basic primary care services 
that encompass many of  the daily personal health care needs of  residents. 
Services include health education, preventive care (e.g., surveillance, 
immunizations, health promotion), emergency care, and evaluation and 
management of  episodes of  general discomfort and chronic conditions. 
Directing patients to more specialized services is also a major function of  

“What we need is a torchbearer 
for these kids when they turn 18; 
someone who can hold them under 

their umbrella and look after them 
when no one else can.”

 – Interview Respondent

7. Alaska Rural Health Plan, “Alaska’s Plan 
for Participating in the Medicare Rural 
Hospital Flexibility Program,” 2001.

3 :: oVeRVIew of eXIstIng seRVIces
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primary care providers in Level I communities.  There are 29 village clinics 
in Bristol Bay communities.
Level	II	–	Sub-regional	Centers-located	in	Newhalen/Illiamna,	
Togiak,	Chignik: Level II communities also focus on the delivery of  
primary care and preventive services, but offer a broader range of  these 
services than are provided in Level I communities. They typically contain 
a local Health Center that may be staffed by a Physician Assistant or 
Community Nurse Practitioner, a Public Health Nurse, and EMT-IIs or 
EMT-IIIs. Level II communities typically have service area population of  
up to 1,000 residents and have more efficient, faster, direct access to larger 
communities with more health care services, whether by local waterways, the 
sea, or daily air service. The  Bristol Bay Region has 3 Sub-regional clinics. 
Level	III	–	Regional	Centers,	Kanakanak	Hospital:	Level III 
communities provide an expanded set of  services that encompass secondary 
levels of  care. Services may include basic hospital services in a facility 
that is capable of  providing diagnostic and routine laboratory services, 
uncomplicated obstetrical services, and hospital inpatient care. Other health 
care professionals (e.g., dentists, pharmacists, and optometrists) are located 
at the Level III.  Kanakanak Hospital.
Health care services in rural regions of  Alaska are mostly delivered through 
Tribal health care providers. As part of  its trust responsibility, the federal 
government is required to provide health care services to Alaska Native 
and American Indian people. The Alaska Area Native Health Service 
works in conjunction with nine tribally operated service units to provide 
comprehensive health services to 120,000 Alaska Native people. Federally 
recognized Alaska tribes administer 99 percent of  the Indian Health Service 
funds earmarked for Alaska through the provision of  20 Title I contracts, 26 
grants, and one compact with 20 Title V annual funding agreements. 
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Specialty care is provided through the Alaska Native Medical Center 
(ANMC), a 156-bed facility in Anchorage. ANMC serves as the referral 
center and gatekeeper for specialty care. Tribally administered hospitals 
are located in the six rural communities of  Barrow, Bethel, Dillingham, 
Kotzebue, and Nome. There are 24 tribal health centers and 176 community 
health aide clinics operated throughout the state. The Alaska Native Tribal 
Health Consortium (ANTHC) is a statewide non-profit health services 
organization owned by Alaska Native people and managed by all tribes in 
Alaska.  ANTHC was founded in 1997, and manages all statewide health 
services formerly provided by the Indian Health Service through a self-
governance agreement, the Alaska Tribal Health Compact. ANTHC has 
responsibility for providing essential statewide services.
Services available through the Alaska Native health system range from 
sophisticated high-tech inpatient and trauma care at ANMC in Anchorage, 
to basic personal care services provided by Community Health Aides and 
Practitioners (CHA/Ps) in villages. CHA/Ps work under remote physician 
supervision in small villages throughout the state to provide primary care, 
prevention, and health promotion services. These providers are unique to 
Alaska and have no direct counterparts in the non-Native system. A full 
range of  other services, including Community Health Centers (CHCs), 
community mental health services, and hospitals are available under the 
Alaska Native Health System (some of  these services are supported by State 
and private funding in addition to federal funding). Despite this breadth of  
Alaska Rural Health Plan services, the Director of  the Indian Health Service 
recently acknowledged that the tribal health programs are funded at only a 
fraction of  the level needed to provide comprehensive care(8). 
In addition to Tribal health providers, the State of  Alaska does provide 
limited health care services primarily through Public Health, who focuses 
on health protection and promotion, disease prevention, and assuring 
access to quality services. Public Health services are population-based and 
address clinical prevention, health education, chronic and communicable 
diseases, maternal and child health, food and drug safety, environmental 
health, early intervention, mental health, substance abuse, services for the 
developmentally disabled, and other key health issues.
In addition to health care services, other human services for people with 
disabilities are a critical piece of  the continuum. Support services allow 
people with disabilities to live as independently as possible, ideally in their 
home communities. Challenges associated with providing support services 
are also similar to those highlighted for delivering health care services 
in rural areas.  Health care services are paid through a variety of  payers, 
including the U.S. Indian Health Service (IHS), the U.S. Departments of  
Defense (DoD), Veterans’ Affairs (VA), Medicare, Medicaid, individuals, 
businesses, and private insurers. Services and supports for people with 
disabilities are funded primarily through Medicaid and Medicare. Home 

8. Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium. 
Nation’s top Indian Health Service official 
says agency is underfunded. Mukluk 
Telegraph. 4(4), July/August 2001.
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and Community-Based Medicaid Waivers are also available for people with 
disabilities and who meet an institutional level of  care. The purpose of  
waivers is to keep individuals with disabilities in their home communities 
and out of  institutions, hospitals, and nursing facilities

Home and Community-Based Waiver Program
The State of  Alaska recognizes a developmental disability as a severe, 
chronic disability that is attributable to a mental and/or physical impairment, 
is manifested before the individual turns age 22 and is likely to continue 
indefinitely. The disability must result in substantial functional limitations in 
three or more areas including self-care, receptive and expressive language, 
learning, mobility, self-direction, capacity for independent living or 
economic self-sufficiency. In addition, the individual must need extended or 
lifelong coordinated services or supports. 
To promote the independence of  people with developmental disabilities 
and to provide services in the least restrictive setting closest to a person’s 
home, the State of  Alaska Senior and Disabilities Services (SDS) administers 
the Medicaid waiver programs for Mental Retardation and Developmental 
Disabilities (MRDD) and Children with Complex Medical Conditions 
(CCMC). These programs provide access to home and community based 
long-term services and supports. 
The Department of  Health and Social Services maintains the 
“Developmental Disabilities Registry,” that is a waitlist of  individuals who 
experience a developmental disability and have requested services through 
a Medicaid Waiver. An FY 2007 $3 million budget increment allowed SDS 
to remove a number of  individuals from the registry and begin providing 
services and supports. SDS has plans to remove 200 persons annually from 
the Registry and assess their need for waiver services. There are currently 
933 individuals on the statewide Registry. Ages range between 1 and 70 years 
with a mean age of  17(9). Long waitlists have consistently been a challenge, 
as there are a large number of  individuals who qualify for waiver services 
but who cannot be served due to limited funding.
Waiver programs allow the state to “waive” some of  the federal rules 
governing Medicaid so that people can receive services in their own 
homes and communities, rather than in institutional settings. Waivers are 
approved by the federal government and allow Alaska Medicaid to provide 
expanded services to people who meet the eligibility criteria for the specific 
waiver. The Home and Community-Based Medicaid Waiver program is 
administered by the State of  Alaska, Senior and Disability Services (SDS).
There are currently four waivers programs in Alaska:

Adults with Physical Disabilities (APD)• 
9. Information from: Senior and Disabilities 
Services, Quarterly Report, First Quarter, 
FY 2009
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Children with Complex Medical Conditions (CCMC)• 
Individuals with Mental Retardation and Developmental Disabilities • 
(MRDD)
Older Alaskans (OA)• 

Currently, waivers serve over 3,500 individuals statewide through a variety 
of  home and community based services and supports including care 
coordination, home health care, chore service, habilitation and respite 
statewide.  To be eligible for an OA or APD waiver an individual must be 
both Medicaid-eligible and be found to need the level of  care available 
in a nursing home. The Division of  Public Assistance (DPA) determines 
financial eligibility, and the SDS Assessment Unit performs the level of  care 
assessments (LOC) statewide with nurses based in Fairbanks, Anchorage, 
Wasilla, Juneau, Bethel, Homer, and Soldotna. During the first quarter of  
2009 in the State of  Alaska:

There were over 1,350 individuals actively eligible for DD services.• 
92 were in pending status, and needed redetermination or new • 
application.
122 were in screening status, where an application has been received • 
but eligibility has not yet been determined.
207 eligibility determinations were made during the first quarter of  • 
2009(10) 

The State of  Alaska reports that there are a total of  3,688 individuals on 
waivers statewide. Table 3 is a breakdown of  each waiver type and the 
number of  individuals on each type of  Medicaid Waiver statewide and in 
the Bristol Bay region:
Roughly, thirteen individuals are currently on Medicaid Waivers and are 
living in Bristol Bay communities. Those nine communities include: 
Aleknagik, Dillingham, Koliganek, Manokotak, Naknek, New Stuyahok, 
Nondalton, Togiak, Twin Hills. According to SDS, six individuals have an 
OA Waiver; four individuals have an MRDD Waiver; two individuals have a 
CCMC Waiver; and one individual has an APD Waiver. 

10. Information from the State of  Alaska, 
Senior and Disabilities Services, first quarter 
report, 2009

waiver Individuals on waiver 
statewide

Individuals on waiver in 
Bristol Bay

Adults w/ Physical disabilities Waiver 872 1

children w/ complex Medical conditions Waiver 231 2

Mental retardation/developmental disabilities Waiver 1255 4

older Alaskans Waiver 1330 6

totAl 3688 13

table 3. recipients of Waiver Services by category Statewide
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The Personal Care Assistance (PCA) service is also administered through 
SDS. PCA services provide personal support such as help with bathing 
and eating as well as practical activities such as shopping and light 
housework. PCA is provided statewide through private agencies or through 
a “consumer-directed” model, where consumers manage their own care 
by selecting, hiring, firing and supervising their own PCA. There are 3,187 
individuals in Alaska receiving PCA services. SDS reports that there are 
seventeen people receiving PCA service throughout the Bristol Bay region. 
It should be noted that an individual could be receiving services through a 
Waiver and be receiving other types of  supportive services such as Personal 
Care Assistance (PCA) concurrently, so this is a duplicated count.  

Bristol Bay Health and Human Service Delivery System
The group of  regional health and human services organizations in Bristol 
Bay – commonly referred to as “the BB’s” – does an admirable job of  
serving the physical, behavioral and social health needs of  Bristol Bay 
residents.  A Memorandum of  Agreement is maintained between the major 
regional organizations to institute a “No Wrong Door” approach to service 
delivery. This is intended to ensure that each person requesting physical and 
behavioral services is appropriately referred. The following table describes 
the human and social services available in the hub communities and villages 
in the region.
The Bristol Bay Region has a strong management capacity for implementing 
culturally competent care. The partnership of  “BBs” is uniquely positioned 
to coordinate care for people with disabilities in Bristol Bay.  The graphic 
below shows how people with disabilities interact with the services listed 
above. It shows a general progression of  the support services that could be 
available to an individual with disabilities.  

entities focused on serving children with disabilities 

Agency/organization serves services offered services 
delivered

Bristol Bay Area Health corporation: Infant 
Learning Program working with Bristol Bay Native 
Association: Head Start 

children and Parents. 
currently 47 children in region, 
with 12 on an IEP. 

Intervention, education 
and coaching for parents. 

Locally, in 
villages

Bristol Bay School districts (Bristol Bay Borough, 
Lake and Peninsula,  dillingham city, and 
Southwest Area)

Students with special needs Educational support 
services for children and 
youth.  

Locally, in 
villages

table 4. Agencies Providing Services in Bristol Bay
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Independent living services Available to people with disabilities 

Agency/organization serves services offered services delivered

Access Alaska All Alaskans Information, referral, advocacy. generally provided through 
periodic rural site visits.

Bristol Bay Housing 
Authority 

Bristol Bay residents 
that meet eligibility 
requirements for 
housing programs

Retro-fit and housing services for people 
with disabilities

regional responsibility

Bristol Bay Native 
Association: tribal 
Vocational rehabilitation 
Services

Alaska Natives guidance and counseling, job placement, 
medical exams, surgery, psychiatry, training, 
transportation, and assistive devices for 
people with disabilities. Has between 175-
200 individuals on caseload each year

regional responsibility, with 
distance delivery offered as 
possible. 

Hope community 
resources 

Individuals with 
disabilities and their 
families

respite services to provide support for 
families in caring for family members with 
disabilities.  residential services located 
in dillingham with a capacity of up to 5 
individuals. 

Locally, in dillingham

Progressive Personal care 
and other certified home 
health agencies

Individuals eligible for  
Medicaid and Medicare

Personal care Assistants (PcAs) Locally, in villages

Southwest Alaska 
Vocational Education 
center

All Alaskans Vocational learning center King Salmon, some courses 
offered off-site

tribal and Village councils Services to all 
members of the tribal 
council

offers a range of services, depending on the 
community and whether or not the tribal 
council is included in the BBNA compact

Locally

uAF’s Bristol Bay campus 
Adult Basic Education 
Program

People who want to 
get a gEd

Educational coaching and testing for the 
gEd exam.50-80 each year all with some 
form of disability- mostly cognitive-, with 
about 5-6 gEds awarded per year.  

regional, with some distance 
delivery in villages 

services offered to elders with disabilities 
Agency/organization serves services offered services delivered

Bristol Bay Native 
Association Social 
Services: Elder Services

Alaska Native Elders transportation, nutrition, and supportive 
services to elders, including care 
coordination services. Nutrition Services, 
has 40 employees throughout region. 

regional approach, with 
nutrition services offered 
locally.

Alzheimer’s resource 
Agency 

All Alaskans PcA, respite and chore service. Statewide

city of dillingham’s Senior 
center

Elders and people with 
disabilities

Serves lunch daily to approximately 30 
people each day. Serves a total of 150 
individuals a year with congregate meals, 31 
individuals with home delivered meals and 
provides transportation for 185 individuals 
each year.

Locally, dillingham only. 

grandma’s House 
(Mauurluq Enit)

Elders in need of  
assisted living services 

residential assisted living facility currently 
serving 13 individuals 

regionally, with facility in 
dillingham
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One of  the greatest strengths in the Bristol Bay region is the people 
who provide services to individuals with disabilities. They are passionate 
and resourceful and have extensive experience serving individuals with 
disabilities.

Figure 2. Access to Systems for People Experiencing disability
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Many providers who were interviewed for this study have grown up in the 
area and have strong connections with extended family and community 
networks.  The tribal health and social services system is an outstanding 
resource for service delivery to individuals with disabilities.  Health 
and human services are available at no charge to Indian Health Service 
beneficiaries and tribal members.  The staff, facilities and services provided 
by Bristol Bay Native Association, Bristol Bay Area Health Corporation and 
the other regional and local organizations provide a strong foundation upon 
which to build. 
The major gaps in the existing services delivery system as it relates to 
providing Independent Living services to people with disabilities fall into 
three main areas:

Understanding the network of  services available, which organization • 
provides them and how best to access them
Understanding the different kinds of  disabilities, the Independent • 
Living philosophy and values for people with disabilities
Lack of  networking between existing services to ensure consistent • 
and conscientious follow-up to each individual with disabilities 
seeking support

An immediate and relatively quick “win” would be to focus on increased 
training and incentives for providing Information and Referral services. 
There are many existing staff  members in villages that people naturally 
turn to for assistance including tribal administrators, health aides and family 
service workers, among others. A first step could be to offer additional 
targeted training and resources to help these individuals provide better, 
more effective assistance to people with disabilities in times of  need.
From interviews with support service providers conducted for this study, 
it appears that the greatest gaps in services for individuals with disabilities 
occur when they experience a major transition. It is important to recognize 
that these transitions are not only physical transitions; they include moving 
out of  an existing support system or learning to cope with a change in 
ability.  Some examples include:

Leaving the public school system and staying in the community• 
Returning from outside the community with a new disability• 
Experiencing the aging of  a current caregiver, resulting in the need for a • 
new housing situation
Aging into disability and experiencing loss of  sensory abilities or • 
mobility

currENt SErVIcES: StrENgtHS ANd gAPS SuMMAry
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IL services such as technical assistance and training, advocacy or follow-up 
could be offered in these situations as a “safety net” to help the individual 
with disabilities take advantage of  existing networks and available services. 
Once an individual with disabilities is “stabilized” with the physical and 
emotional supports to cope with the disability, they are better able to act as 
an advocate.  

The landscape for service delivery in Bristol Bay is complex with many 
providers engaging with a person with disabilities in different ways.  Figure 
4 illustrates how different organizations, or support services each addressing 
a specific need, may interact with an individual with disabilities.  What 
is missing is the dotted line—the person or program that connects the 
support services and ensures that the services are meeting the needs of  the 
individual. This role is a logical role for an IL approach in the community 
as it fulfills the responsibilities of  advocacy, Information and Referral and 
by providing access to assistive technology or training to ensure that the 
individual with disabilities has the support systems needed to remain in the 
community of  their choice.   

s p e c t R U m  o f  n e e d s

Immediate concerns:
Equipment and retro-fits, accessing public 

assistance, counseling, advocacy
Peer support, self-help Equal access, 

self-determination

u N d E r Ly I N g  c o N S I S t E N t  VA L u E  o F  c o N S u M E r  c o N t r o L

Figure 3. Spectrum of Needs
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cuLturAL APProPrIAtENESS oF currENt 
SErVIcE dELIVEry ModELS
In discussions with support service providers, Alaska Native cultural values 
are strongly evident, such as respect, sharing, hard-work, cooperation, 
humor and respect for Elders.  Support service providers ranging from 
Tribal Administrators to regional program managers stated a passionate and 
profound commitment to serving individuals in need.  However, there were 
a number of  situations that were mentioned repeatedly regarding services to 
people with disabilities that strained existing systems.  There are patterns of  
individuals with cognitive disabilities demonstrating needs that exceed the 
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capacity of  the caregivers, resulting in the difficult decision to relocate the 
consumer out of  the home and the community.  In addition, interviewees 
mentioned that sometimes families are motivated to keep Elders in the 
home because it generates a significant level of  public assistance for the 
family.  At times, Elders may not receive the quality of  care that they need 
to ensure their health, safety and connection with the community.   Previous 
studies and anecdotal information gained during interviews revealed 
that some community members through of  the transition from a local 
community to assisted living (and particularly to facilities in Anchorage) as a 
“death sentence” for Elders (11).  
The leadership role of  Elders in traditional Alaska Native societies and 
the high value placed on caring for family members rather than turning 
to outside resources is very compatible with the Independent Living 
philosophy. By providing support to people with disabilities and their 
families to allow them to stay at home near family, where traditional 
language and cultural practices are shared and where traditional foods are 
available, both embodies the IL philosophy and help maintain traditional 
values.

gEogrAPHIc, SocIAL ANd WorKForcE 
FActorS IMPActINg SErVIcE dELIVEry ModELS 
In 2006, the Behavioral Health Prevalence Estimates in Alaska report 
found there were roughly 51,430 individuals with serious behavioral health 
disorders statewide, yet a 2006 State of  Alaska Department of  Health and 
Social Services report study indicated that only 20,153 individuals received 
mental health services. This data demonstrates that the health and well-
being of  Alaska’s communities is significantly challenged by the social and 
practical impacts of  its distant and rural environment.  To a measurable 
degree, staffing shortages, limited access specialists, financial difficulties, and 
ability to purchase or access state-of-the-art equipment limits their ability to 
offer access to appropriate care and support services.  The trends indicated 
for Behavioral Health Services are an indicator of  the workforce challenges 
that other social and human service organizations face, including those that 
serve people with disabilities.
As mentioned earlier, there is a dire need for stable, local employment in 
villages throughout the Bristol Bay region. However, like the rest of  rural 
Alaska, the region’s young people are often leaving villages for Anchorage 
or jobs in the regional hubs.  The shortage of  trained and available workers 
for human service organizations is a critical issue even in the state’s urban 
centers of  Anchorage, Fairbanks and Juneau.  When combined with the 
high cost of  living and the geographic distance of  the regional hubs, 
finding appropriate staff  is a challenge. Maintaining a steadfast approach to 
training, professional development and quality supervision will be critical for 
retaining quality staff.

“A lot of  the local agencies share 
the same staff. There’s a tremendous 

need for qualified, motivated 
people from the region to act in 

a managerial capacity. I think it 
would be great to see collaboration 

among UAF and the human services 
providers to really start growing 

and developing the local capacity to 
manage these programs.”

– Interview Respondent

“We looked for so long to find 
someone for an office here. He was 
just getting his feet on the ground 

when his life just fell apart and he 
got in trouble.  We had no choice; he 
couldn’t continue to work with us.” 

– Interview Respondent

11. Assisted Living and Congregate 
Housing Options for Elders in the Bristol 
Bay Region, Report to Bristol Bay Native 
Association, Mather and Associates, 1997.
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This section provides an overview of  the needs of  the target population based 
on the results of  the electronic and in-person surveys, and key findings from 
interviews with support service providers and policy makers.  

SurVEy rESuLtS
In order to learn from the potential consumers of  Independent Living services 
living in the many communities in Bristol Bay, the study team and members 
of  the Rural Outreach Committee distributed a questionnaire to consumers 
receiving services, all of  the tribal councils in the region and made it available 
on the project website. A document summarizing the survey results as of  May 
6, 2009 is included in Appendix IV. 
The respondents to the survey were primarily support service providers, 
families or caregivers of  Elders or individuals with disabilities. Of  the 
respondents, 17 percent (or 7 individuals) characterized themselves as a 
person with a disability. Survey results found that the most pressing needs 
for individuals to live in the community of  their choice are: housing specific 
to individual with disabilities and Elders, Personal Care Attendant services 
provided by well-trained and consistent staff  and transportation.  Respondents 
also identified group social and/or recreational services and activities, 
employment options and assistance (job training and job coaching) as pressing 
needs. Respondents also noted the need to feel safe in their homes and 
communities, and the desire to develop programs where the “youth help the 
Elders and the Elders pass on cultural knowledge.”
Survey respondents were asked to identify the services that were not 
being provided that they needed in order to live independently.  The two 
most prevalent needs reported were housing specific to elders/individuals 
experiencing disabilities (64.3 percent) and transportation (64.3 percent).  50 
percent of  respondents also cited group social/recreational services as well as 
Personal Attendant services.  Also mentioned were the high cost of  energy/
heating in rural areas and the need for personal care/chore services with 
reliable, and well-trained staff. 
The survey also asked respondents to identify the most important service 
they were in need of  to help them live independently. 50 percent pointed to 
Personal Care services, as well as housing specific to elders and the disabled 
as the most important.  Next highest was Transportation at 43 percent.  The 
third highest stated need was group social or recreational services, which was 
reported at a significantly lower percentage (20 percent).

4 :: needs of tARget popUlAtIon
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StAKEHoLdEr INtErVIEWS 
The study team conducted interviews with Statewide Policy Leaders, 
representatives from the Centers for Independent Living and support 
service providers.  These interviews demonstrated several consistent themes 
across the range of  perspectives offered. 

Resources are Limited and Needs are Increasing
The Centers for Independent Living are funded through the State of  
Alaska Department of  Labor (SOA-DOL) by grants from the United 
States Department of  Labor under the Rehabilitation Act.  State general 
funds are also awarded for the operation of  each CIL. Each CIL prepares 
an annual proposal for funding that is reviewed by the Commissioner 
and administered within the State’s Division of  Vocational Rehabilitation. 
SAIL Alaska and Access Alaska both receive additional “Part  C”  funds 
directly from the Federal Government through the Rehabilitation Services 
Administration. Arctic Access and the Kenai Peninsula Center for 
Independent Living receive all of  their funding through the State of  Alaska, 
with approximately 70 percent coming directly from various sources within 
the State and the remaining 30 percent of  Federal Pass-through grants.  
Access Alaska, KPLIC and SAIL have the capacity to use their urban hub 
location as a way to develop other funding private, individual and corporate 
funding sources, but there was some concern about the cost-benefit of  this 
approach.  Access Alaska is an Alaskan leader in using Consumer Directed 
Personal Care Service Program that delivers services to people with 
disabilities who are Medicaid eligible.  This strategy has been implemented 
in other rural, predominately Alaska Native communities- one of  which is 
highlighted in the Service Delivery Option Section. 
Any new program development would need to demonstrate program 
effectiveness, in addition to being a sustainable use of  financial resources. 
Interviewees mentioned the need to develop a systemic, cohesive and 
results- based reporting system for demonstrating the outcomes (including 
cost savings) that are generated through the SILC funding.  The study team 
observed that there is not a consistent reporting system across the CILs 
themselves through the DVR application process. This provides a difficult 
environment for aligning a consistent message about the case for support 
for increased funding or the effectiveness of  the current funding streams. 

The	Definition	of 	Disability	and	the	IL	Concept	are	Unclear	
Interviewees mentioned one perception that impedes the advocacy efforts 
is the lack of  a clear definition and stories relating to the IL services 
provided.  There is a dire need to express IL philosophy in terms that are 
readily accessible to the public, lawmakers and other policy makers.  More 
community education and awareness are needed to ensure appropriate 
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services.  One interviewee mentioned that CIL’s focus on advocacy is a key 
component of  the range of  IL services and cited that, however, the needs 
for both advocacy and direct service create demands on staff  member’s time 
and energy.  The advocacy element is also the most difficult to communicate 
and train staff  to conduct, with different approaches being used even within 
the SILC itself.  
Another perception was a misunderstanding about what “being disabled” 
meant.  Many interviews verbally stated that the cognitive impairments, 
particularly for those with FASD, were likely under-diagnosed, not accessible 
to the typical range of  benefits available to individuals with a Legally 
Defined Impairment, and thus “fell through the cracks” of  the support 
systems in place.  

Local	Control	and	Collaboration	are	Essential	
Interviews cited the need for direct services to be delivered within the 
region by a passionate, connected and motivated local advocate—someone 
who was steadily responding, linking and advocating for service delivery, was 
critical.
While each CIL needs to be independent, autonomous and focused on the 
community’s needs, there was an interest in seeing resource sharing and 
collaboration toward serving the entire state more effectively.  Interviewees 
repeatedly stated the need for a cohesive and coordinated approach to 
service delivery, mentioning that regular advocacy and connections among 
service providers on behalf  of  individuals with disabilities was needed.  
In fact, confusion was expressed around the status or responsibilities of  
several organizations that are providing support systems to Bristol Bay. This 
was particularly evident with the “satellite” organizations that maintain a 
leadership and management presence outside of  the region such as Access 
Alaska, Stone Soup and Hope Community Resources.  However, it was also 
mentioned that the satellite model has mixed reviews. On one hand, it is 
a generally efficient way to develop local relationships and ensuring local 
control but on the other hand there is a balance for the cost effectiveness 
and risk management elements of  that model that should be considered.   
One agency mentioned the opportunities available specifically to the region 
based on its existing collaborations and healthy support service delivery 
model to offer a pilot for using a coordinated business strategy of  meeting 
the needs of  individuals with disabilities.  This model is currently being 
used in urban centers to orchestrate services, primarily in the provision of  
technical assistance to other service providers for Medicaid billing.
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This section identifies four options for service delivery to improve 
Independent Living services in the Bristol Bay region.  As mentioned earlier, 
the high percentage of  people with disabilities combined with the existing 
support services and the unique geographic, social and economic landscape 
in Bristol Bay creates a dynamic context for considering options for service 
delivery.   The models below are intended to stimulate creative thought and 
generate possibilities for developing a do-able, sustainable and effective 
structure for program delivery.     

SErVIcE dELIVEry oPtIoNS: BESt PrActIcES 
Given Alaska’s isolation from the Lower 48 states and the unique challenges 
and realities of  rural Alaska, Alaskans often are skeptical of  models from 
Outside.  However, the examples cited below are current practices used in 
rural communities throughout the United States.  Best Practices provide 
inspiration, vision and are intended to act as a springboard for formulating 
new ideas and solutions.  
As one example, the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation funds American 
Indian Choices: Culture and Context to demonstrate the Tribal Disability 
Actualization Model. This method fosters American Indian tribal 
consideration of  disability issues and programs in a way that is consistent 
with the principles of  the Americans with Disabilities Act and respectful 
of  tribal sovereignty and cultural values (12).   One of  the examples cited 
in this study is the Blackfoot Personal Care Assistant Program where 
the tribal entity trains staff, manages Medicaid billing and offers PCA 
services throughout the region, which covers 1.5 million acres in northern 
Montana.  While the program did require significant start-up funding and 
a commitment to stay steady through challenging times, it is now achieving 
multiple benefits by meeting the needs of  people with disabilities, offering  
economic development opportunities and reinforcing Tribal values. With 
an entrepreneurial focus and comprehensive training program, using this 

12. http://rtc.ruralinstitute.umt.edu/
Indian/AmICT.htm

5 :: pRoposed seRVIce delIVeRY optIons
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approach could both meet the needs of  people with disabilities, generate 
employment and build on the strengths of  the existing social values.
The Research and Training Center on Disability in Rural Communities has 
created a comprehensive summary of  effective program models based in 
rural areas. The study team identified several models that are most relevant 
to service delivery options in Bristol Bay as examples to stimulate thought 
and discussion.  This information is key for generating ideas about how 
rural areas can use the local community assets to provide innovative and 
effective programming.  

Rural Il model Brief description

CIL Outreach Office
Fiscally and administratively part of a main cIL, with a less than half-time staff person in the community 
outreach office. Example: Out-stationing Red Rock Center for Independence in St. George, Utah, hires 
staff in outlying communities to serve their immediate areas of residence. using a portable computer, 
a cell phone, and an internet connection, each out-stationed worker schedules services in surrounding 
communities on a rotating basis and meets monthly at the central office.

cIL circuit rider
Similar to staff in outreach programs and out-stationing, circuit riders work from the central office but lack 
permanent local offices. They travel a circuit between the main office and consumers' communities and 
homes. Other local agencies (e.g., hospitals, churches, etc.) may provide circuit riders with office space for 
some functions.

community 
Volunteer contacts 
and Support groups

A rural northern Michigan program recruited and trained local volunteers from among active consumers. 
the volunteers provided information, referred individuals to IL services, organized support groups, and 
provided peer counseling. the program provided on-going support and linked the volunteer leaders.

Surrogate Providers
Lawrence Marrs created "surrogate providers" by identifying and training an interested local agency to 
provide information and referral services to people with disabilities. 

Scheduled Program 
Services

Similar to a circuit rider approach, but focused on organizing and providing ongoing workshops or 
programs. For example, North central Independent Living in Black Eagle, Montana, secured Medicaid 
reimbursement to conduct the Living Well health promotion program and was then able to provide the 
workshop in several very small and distant communities.

Virtual cIL
consultant Bob Michaels, Independent Living research utilization, and the Arizona State Independent 
Living council developed a "virtual" internet cIL to provide information and referral, chat rooms, and 
other IL supports. While people with disabilities tend to have more limited access to and use of the 
internet, this model is a glimpse of the future and fills an important gap in the patchwork quilt of rural IL 
support models.

Interagency Linkages
Several rural communities or an entire region of a state may organize interagency linkages that extend 
the availability of IL services to all communities. though typically limited to basic information and referral, 
services may include instrumental supports. Partnerships with statewide programs can also build resources.

table 5. outreach Models for Providing IL Services(13)

13. Table information from Rural Independent Living: Model Outreach Strategies Rural Practice 
Guidelines, Research and Training Center on Disability in Rural Communities, The University of  
Montana Rural Institute, September, 2001.
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The study team also reviewed the “Michigan Prototype” model, which is 
a graphic depiction illustrating the expanding circles of  service delivery 
options that could be available as community needs and budget levels allow.  
However, this model was intended as a planning process for a largely urban 
area.  Given the unique set of  characteristics demonstrated in Bristol Bay, 
the study team focused on a more limited number of  options to review. 

ProPoSEd SErVIcE dELIVEry oPtIoNS
The study team developed the following service delivery options for 
consideration by the SILC Board.  These are intended to provide a cursory 
overview of  potential management and oversight structures. The four 
options were chosen based upon research and the assessment findings, 
and take into consideration the geographical and cultural setting of  the 
Bristol Bay region.  Table 6 provides an overview of  each option, and 
briefly describes the elements that comprise organizational structure and 
management, including potential funding streams, approximate expenses, 
staffing structures and preliminary thoughts and considerations from the 
consultant team. 
One of  the most challenging elements of  the Service Delivery Options is 
incorporating advocacy and peer support into the delivery models.  At the 
start-up stage, none of  these scenarios approach the core values of  peer 
support and counseling.  This is not to diminish the level of  importance 
of  these values, but rather to acknowledge that for a new organization or 
service structure, creating a program structure that allows for adequate peer 
support and peer counseling would likely be extraordinarily expensive and 
not meet the immediate and expressed needs of  the target population.   
One of  the Service Delivery Options that is not mentioned on the table 
but should be considered as part of  the review process, is to “re-draw the 
map” to reflect the realities expressed by some other CILs in the state.   
Michigan’s Prototype specifically identified characteristics that can determine 
if  a population is served, underserved or un-served.  With Alaska’s unique 
geography, it may benefit SILC to evaluate which (largely distant and rural) 
areas are simply not served at all, and those that have some contact with a 
CIL, but are not served enough.  This designation could highlight the lack 
of  services in rural areas and attract additional resources to SILC, as well as 
allowing SILC to reconfigure service boundaries.
In each of  the Service Delivery Options listed below, it is critical to integrate 
a strategic service delivery approach specific to rural communities.  In the 
context of  the existing supports provided, SILC may be able to gain quick, 
low-cost successes that build upon existing infrastructure and staffing. In the 
event that an effective partnership-based model is refined for the Bristol Bay 
region, it could be used as a template for refining and developing services in 
rural regions across Alaska.
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Budget Assumptions for the Scenario estimates
These budget assumptions are estimates—and merely intended to provide 
a structured platform with which to evaluate the service options across the 
same criteria.  The figures from the report are based on research conducted 
by Agnew::Beck in March, 2009 in addition to being compiled from the CIL 
requests submitted to DVR.

Evaluation and Scoring of  Different Service Delivery Options 
Based on a framework articulated in Critical Decisions: A handbook for 
Nonprofit Organizations, the study team has developed a set of  criteria 
for ranking each one of  the options in the report.  This method provides 
an objective, quantitative way of  gathering information from individuals 
and compiling it into “scores” that are tabulated and can be objectively 
compared. Each Board Member will take time to consider the criteria and 
the scoring guidelines carefully as they relate to each of  the options, and 
assign a score to each criteria as it relates to the options.  The study team will 
compile the data into a report that will provide the format for discussion 
and analysis for the Board Meeting scheduled on May 28, 2009.
Sample Score Sheet for SILC Board to Review options for the Provision of  
Independent Living Services 

Review the options listed in Table 6 on the following pages.1. 
Using the score sheet on page 34, score each option based on the criteria 2. 
in Table 9. The score ranking is 10 for the highest score, to 1 for the 
lowest score.  Please do not use zero. 
Once you have completed the form, these will be compiled into total 3. 
scores from the entire group.

“In any organizations, decisions 
need to be made daily. Unlike 

habitual decisions that shape our 
routine work or recipe decisions 

that ensure performance in a specific 
area of  nonprofit organization, 

planning decisions involve the entire 
organization in making fits and 
starts forward into the future. In 
other words, habitual and recipe 

decisions promote consistency and 
stability, while planning decisions 

support change and progress.”

– From the Introduction, Making 
Critical Decisions: a Practical Guide 

for Nonprofit Organizations
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table 6. SILc Program options

option organizational 
structure

estimated annual 
expense budget

Applicable funding 
sources

A. Establish New 
organization- develop a 
new cIL - 2.5 total FtEs

Established as an 
independent 501c3 
organization 

$167,880 (Based on the existing 
cIL member’s 2008 budgets, this 
would provide services for 125 
individuals a year. )

SILc funding, reallocated from 
other cILs.  Some limited 
potential for local sponsorship.

B. develop a focused 
IL program  under an 
existing local entity
(1.5 FtE) 

the existing local 
organization provides 
supervision and 
management, office space, 
and technology.  Agrees to 
take on administration and 
fundraising responsibilities. 

 $89,720

could apply for support from 
SILc to serve the region or 
develop other earned income 
strategies based on a fee for 
service model. 

c. use Existing Local 
Entity to enhance service 
with one additional staff 
person  or a re-direction 
of resources
(.75-1 FtE)

Existing local organization 
provides a local presence 
and office space for a local 
staff person.   

$71,880

Would require a re-allocation 
from current funding to deliver 
services in the region. Potential 
for local fund development

d. continue Access 
Alaska’s work in region, 
with enhanced services 
from a designated service 
coordinator
(.5 FtE)

Use Access Alaska's current 
model, with increased funds 
for travel and outreach with 
existing local network.

$74,900

re-allocation from current 
funding sources, with the 
potential for additional 
corporate support from regional 
partners
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option Staffing, location and 
services

program 
management 
and evaluation

needed to 
start-up

thoughts for 
consideration

A. Establish New 
organization- 
develop a new cIL 
- 2.5 total FtEs

1 Ed, .5FtE admin support, 
1FtE Advocate. operates as 
a cIL by providing advocacy 
and services that are not 
provided elsewhere.  

reports to the 
State under the title 
c grant funds.

1-3 years to form 
501c3 organization, 
identify local 
leadership for 
governance, staff the 
organization, and 
establish identity.

Interviews have indicated that a 
new organization could create 
tension within the current 
statwide cIL network in 
addition to lacking a strategic 
focus on sustainability.

B. develop 
a focused IL 
program  under an 
existing local entity
(1.5 FtE) 

1 Program Manager with an 
IL specialist/admin support.
 this program could to 
accomplish objectives 
specifically around advocacy, 
peer counseling, referral 
and independent living 
“check-ups” for people with 
disabilities. 

conducted by host 
organization with 
reporting to funding 
sources.  

Program business 
plan to ensure long-
term sustainability 
Ensure strong 
coordination and 
commitment from 
other partners in 
the region. 

Existing staff may already be 
in place to deliver this option. 
this option also offers the 
opportunity to develop a 
“fee-for-service” delivery 
model, where advocacy and 
networking services are billed 
hourly per client.

c. use Existing 
Local Entity to 
enhance service 
with one additional 
staff person  or 
a re-direction of 
resources
(.75-1 FtE)

Position acts as a “linkage” 
tool to advocate for and 
track consumers in the 
region, ensuring that the 
current system is responding 
to the direct needs of 
individuals.  unless the 
position is held by a person 
with disabilities, this position 
does not provide peer 
support or peer counseling

could report 
directly to SILc, but 
would need to be 
determined.

develop job 
descriptions, 
Mou’s and focus 
on coordinating 
existing resources.  

this option was tried 
several years ago and was 
not successful. Information 
indicated that local hire was 
difficult.  This option has the 
ability to use other cIL’s 
current model for remote 
program delivery.

d. continue 
Access Alaska’s 
work in region, 
with enhanced 
services from a 
designated service 
coordinator
(.5 FtE)

Program coordinator with 
bimonthly service check-
ups or responsiveness to 
situations as they arise.  Be in 
the region for approximately 
one week every two months

reports to Access 
Alaska under their 
management and 
administrative 
structure

Easiest to 
implement. Has the 
potential to develop 
a partnership with 
other regions in 
developing services

there will need to be a strong 
focus on collaboration and 
coordination with existing 
service providers in the 
region, plus clearly defined 
responsibilities.  one avenue 
could be to develop a training 
curriculum and resource 
materials for the region, 
that provides additional 
information to the local 
Health care system and tribal 
governments. 
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 A. new cIl
B. new cIl 
program under 
existing entity

c. Il staff  at 
local entity

d. enhanced 
current Access 
Alaska program

Personnel  $ 129,200  $ 63,600  $ 48,000  $ 45,000 

Fringe %(payroll taxes and other 
benefit) 15% 20% 20% 26%

Fringe Actual  $ 19,380  $ 12,720  $ 9,600  $ 11,700 

occupancy  $ 9,600  $ 7,200  $ 7,200  $ 7,200 

other operational costs  $ 1,200  $ 1,200  $ 1,200  

travel costs  $ 6,000  $ 5,000  $ 3,000  $ 11,000 

Contractual Costs (finance)  $ 2,500    

Indirect costs*     $ 22,470 

totAl  $ 167,880  $ 89,270  $ 69,000  $ 97,800 

A. new cIl
B. new cIl 
program under 
existing entity

c. Il staff  at 
local entity

d. enhanced 
current Access 
Alaska program

Executive director $60,000   4,000

Program Manager (dLg)  $48,000 $48,000  

Program Manager (ANc)    $45,000 

Independent Living Specialist $38,000    

Administrative Support (dLg) 31,200 15600   

totAL Personnel 129,200 63,600 48,000 49,000

occupancy- estimated costs $800 per 
month (250 sf)  

$600 per month 
(100 sf) $600 per month  

Indirect costs on entire 
project budget (covering 
occupancy and supplies)

   30%

travel Assumptions
Visit 3 villages 

per year, 2 trips 
to Anchorage

Visit 3 large per 
year, 2 trips to 

Anchorage

Visit 3 l villages 
per year, 2 trips 

to Anchorage

6 trips to dillingham, 
with at least 3 long 

visits per year. 

Per diem, Hotel and food 
$200 per day for travel days 1,000 1,000 1,000 6,000

Airfare Estimates $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000

table 7. Budget Assumptions

Table 8. Budget Justification

* rate for indirect costs is unknown because host organization is not identified

* salary levels are rough estimates based on a variety of Bristol Bay organizations
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criteria scoring 
guidelines Background Information

Il pHIlosopHY: to what extent does this 
option embody the philosophy and effectively 
deliver Independent Living services?

the less this option is 
able to deliver the IL 
philosophy, the lower 
the score 

the independent living movement is grounded 
in the partnership with people with disabilities.  
Authentic IL services may not be able to be 
delivered effectively in rural regions, where 
opportunities for peer support are limited by 
distance and travel costs. 

fInAncIAl AllocAtIon: to what extent 
does this option effectively use SILc’s limited 
financial resources? 

the bigger the sources 
expected from SILc, 
the lower the score.

SILC’s current financial condition is based on 
funding from the State of Alaska. Any new program 
delivery will likely impact the funds currently 
directed to existing cILs.

fInAncIAl sUstAInABIlItY: How 
sustainable is this option over the next 3-10 years?

the fewer local funding 
options that will be 
able to support this 
option, the lower the 
score. 

The current economic climate is difficult for 
corporations, private foundations and government 
support.  

HUmAn ResoURce sUstAInABIlItY: 
Based on current information, how possible will 
it be to recruit and retain quality staff for this 
option?

The fewer qualified 
the personnel may be 
in the community, the 
lower the score will be.

Qualified local IL specialists may be difficult to 
recruit, train and retain within an organization. 

pRActIcAlItY: Is it sensible and useful for 
SILc to implement this option?

the less practical 
implementation is, the 
lower the score will be. 

given the economic climate, the SILc board may 
wish to focus on a service delivery strategy that is 
achievable, fills a need and is cost-effective. 

RIsk mAnAgement: risk Management is 
the ability of an organization to deal with factors 
that could adversely affect its daily or long-term 
operations. Risk is present with finances, staff, 
reputation and physical environment.  How risky is 
this option?

greater risk will 
generate a lower score.  

risk is present in any Human Service delivery 
option. risk can be managed through reporting 
and data collection, training and other factors 
which can mitigate. 

collABoRAtIon- to what extent will this 
option build partnerships with local organizations 
and leverage SILc resources to greater effect?

the fewer number 
of collaborators, the 
lower the score. 

As demonstrated in the information contained 
in the report, the need to work together is a 
prominent factor in each of the options. 

Based on the model From Making Critical Decisions, a Practical Guide for Nonprofit 
organizations.  By roberta M. Snow and Paul H. Phillips, jossey Bass Publishing, 2007.

table 9. decision-Making guide
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A. new cIl

B. new cIl 
program 
under 
existing 
entity

c. Il staff  
at local 
entity

d. enhanced 
current 
Access 
Alaska 
program

Il pHIlosopHY: to 
what extent does this option 
embody the philosophy and 
effectively deliver Independent 
Living services?

the more the 
option embodies 
the IL philosophy, 
the higher the 
score.

fInAncIAl 
AllocAtIon: to what 
extent does this option 
effectively use SILc’s limited 
financial resources? 

the more 
resources required 
from SILc, the 
lower the score.

fInAncIAl 
sUstAInABIlItY: How 
sustainable is this option over 
the next 3-10 years?

the more local 
funding sources 
available, the higher 
the score.

HUmAn ResoURce 
sUstAInABIlItY: Based 
on current information, how 
possible will it be to recruit 
and retain quality staff for this 
option?

The more qualified, 
local staff available, 
the higher the 
score.

pRActIcAlItY: Is it 
sensible and useful for SILc to 
implement this option?

the more practical 
to implement, the 
higher the score.

RIsk mAnAgement: 
risk Management is the ability 
of an organization to deal with 
factors that could adversely 
affect its daily or long-term 
operations. risk is present 
with finances, staff, reputation 
and physical environment.  
How risky is this option?

the more risk, the 
lower the score.

collABoRAtIon: 
to what extent will this 
option build partnerships 
with local organizations and 
leverage SILc resources to 
greater effect?

the more local 
collaborators, the 
higher the score.

table 10. Score Sheet for ranking 
Service delivery options
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AppendIX I :: outrEAcH StrAtEgy
Media Outlets contacted with Press Releases: KDLG, Alaska Newspapers, Bristol Bay Times, Bristol Bay Native 1. 
Association and Bristol Bay Area Health Corporation Behavioral Health Newsletter
Community Based Outreach Strategies: 2. Email postings to Alaska Brain Injury Network, Stone Soup Group, 
Regional Superintendents, Flyers posted in Dillingham, emailed to all Tribal Councils and Family Service 
Workers in Region, Follow-up calls to all Tribal Councils
Interviews and Personal Contacts3. 

Amanda Lofgren Acting Executive director, KPILc

Bob consumer

Bob rychnovsky Newhalen Special Education teacher

Bobby Mccarr Mauurluq Enit (Grandma's Place) Assisted Living Center Director

carol Hansen dillingham Senior center 

cheryl Walsh State Liaison/non voting member, SILc dVr

david Berube disability Law center

deborah BBHAc, Audiology 

Ethel Wife of consumer

Father david Askoak Family Service Worker, Newhalen
gene consumer
Irene johnson community Health Aide Liaison 

james Foster Parent of consumer

jason Burke State disability coordinator

jim Beck Access Alaska

Joan Herbage-O'Keefe Executive director

joanne Wassillie Newhalen tribal Administrator 
jody Sietz Planning department, city of dillingham
Lee Webster dillingham city Schools

Matrona Andrew Family Service Worker, New Stuyahok

Mary Ann dickey ABE Instructor

Max gruner Hope community resources

Michael and Anna consumers

Nancy Burke AMHtA 

Patty Heyano BBNA

Pete Andrews Elder Program, BBNA

rachel Muir Public Health Nurse

rae Bell Whitcom BBNA Workforce development 

roy Hiratsuka Providence Extended care center

Sarah Hansen Andrew BBNA Head Start

theresa owens Lake and Pen Borough Schools Special Education director

tina ray Alaska Legal Services 

Wassille Andrew tribal Administrator, New Stuyahok
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sIlc Interview master list
organization method contact community notes
KdLg News radio dillingham PSA

Bristol Bay times Newspaper Bristol Bay Sent Press release to news 
staff + calendar item

Alaska Newspapers Newspaper manages BB 
times Bristol Bay Sent Press release

Stone Soup group Email Bristol Bay/State-
wide

Called, emailed flyer, survey, 
survey link

Special Education-dillingham Schools Email Lee Webster dillingham Called, emailed flyer, survey, 
survey link

Bristol Bay Housing Authority Email Andy Anderson dillingham Called, emailed flyer, survey, 
survey link

Notice in BBNA newsletter February and  March Bristol Bay/State-
wide Info in BBNA newsletter

Flyers posted in dillingham Posting in various lo-
cations in community Ellen Maling dillingham Accomplished during site 

visit

Email to Brain Injury Network Email jennifer charvet to distribute 
Statewide

Called, emailed flyer, survey, 
survey link

Letter to superintendent at school 
districts Bristol Bay

Emails, phone calls and faxes to All 
Village councils in Bristol Bay Email Village council 

reps Bristol Bay

Emailed flier at beginning 
of project, re-emailed flyer, 
press release, PSA for sur-
vey and community meeting 
participation 

BBNA Head Start one-on-one Sarah Hansen 
Andrew dillingham mtg 3/19

Public Health Nurse one-on-one rachel Muir Naknek Mtg 3/18 at Hospital
State Liaison/non-voting member, 
SILc dVr Phone call cheryl Walsh Statewide call 3/16

Executive director Phone call joan Herbage-
o’Keefe juneau call 3/16

Acting Ed Phone call Amanda Kenai Peninsula call 3/17

State disability coordinator Email jason Burke Statewide email 3/13 inquiry, meeting 
on 3/18 

Elder Program, BBNA one-on-one Pete Andrews Local mtg 3/19

Mauurluq Enit (grandma’s Place) As-
sisted Living center director one-on-one Bobby Mccarr dillingham Mtg 3/19 

disability Law center one-on-one david Berube Statewide mtg 3/18

cHAP one-on-one Irene johnson
Met 3/18, gave flyer and 
chatted briefly. Emailed info 
3/19.

BBHAc, Audiology one-on-one deborah Local met- 3/18. Gave flyer and 
chatted briefly. 

Planning department, city of dilling-
ham one-on-one jody Sietz dillingham met- 3/19. Gave flyer and 

chatted briefly.
BBNA Phone call Patty Heyano Bristol Bay EM went to office

AppendIX 11 :: coNtActS + INtErVIEWS
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organization method contact community notes
ABE Instructor one-on-one Mary Ann dickey Local mtg 3/19
AMHtA Email + Phone call Nancy Burke Statewide EM emailed, interview

Lake and Pen Borough Schools 
Special Ed Email + Phone call Local

Emailed and called 4-9. Will 
distribute my blurb to the 
LPSd speds. 

BBNA tANF Email Marlene Andrew Bristol Bay EM emailed, email returned
Bristol Bay campus Phone call carolyn Smith dillingham phone call, 4/17
Alaska Legal Services Phone call tina ray EM interviewed 4/22
Public Defender Office Phone call + Email darlene Burton HM spoke, emailed
dSSd Family & youth division 842-
2341 Phone call 4/17 HM LM, 4/20, EM left 

message

BBNA Indian child Welfare Phone call connie timmer-
man Bristol Bay 4/20 HM spoke with her, 

completed the survey
Suggested by gail, SILc board Phone call joe Faith 4/22 HM called, busy

BBNA Phone call rose Heyano Bristol Bay MH Left Message in April, 
4/22 LM again, sent email

Suggested by gail, SILc board Phone call joanne Nelson 4/22 HM called, busy
FASd Survey Phone call Paster downs EM spoke to him

Suggested by gail, SILc board Phone call Imogene gard-
ner

4/22 HM called, tried to 
leave message with ma-
chine, then got busy signal

Workforce development director Phone call raebelle Whit-
combe Bristol Bay 4/22 EM interviewed

HeadStart director Phone call Anne Shade EM spoke

Stone Soup group Parent Navigators Phone call Mary & don 
Ford dillingham

LM, multiple times, EM 
left message with home 
number

Suggested by gail, SILc board Phone call Patty Luckhurst 4/22 HM LM, no answer
Suggested by gail, SILc board Phone call Arla johnson 4/22 on travel status, LM
Suggested by gail, SILc board Phone call rose Fisher 4/22 HM LM, no answer
Suggested by gail, SILc board Phone call carolyn Hoseth 4/22 HM LM, no answer
celena Brown 842-4544 Phone call celena Brown 4/22 HM LM, no answer
Holy rosary catholic church Phone call Father Scott 4/22 HM LM, no answer
Suggested by gail, SILc board Phone call janet Schlagel 4/22 HM LM, no answer
city Planner Phone call jodi Sitez dillingham EM spoke  

Providence Extended care Phone call +Email roy Hiratsuka
HM spoke to him 4/17 and 
sent email; 4/22 EM spoke 
to him

Suggested by gail, SILc board Phone call Linda Wahl HM LM 4/17
Suggested by carolyn Smith Phone call Pat Whittier Email
Family Service Worker Phone call Matrona Andrew HM spoke  
Progressive Personal care Phone call Priscilla Hurley
Supervisor of FSWs Phone call +Email Eric Holland Bristol Bay Emailed + Phone call

dillingham Senior center Meeting carol Harden dillingham/Sur-
rounding Areas

New Stuyahok Village council Meeting Wassillie Andrew New Stuyahok HM/EM spoke

Phone call Billy Heyano EM spoke
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AppendIX 111 :: QuEStIoNS For PoLIcy MAKErS ANd cILs

Introduction on the Project
Agnew::Beck is an Alaskan community development and planning firm that specializes in helping rural and urban 
communities respond to the challenges and opportunities of  growth and change in Alaska. Alaska SILC hired the 
Agnew::Beck team which included sub-consultant Ellen Maling MBA (Nonprofit Management), to assess and plan 
for program delivery in the Bristol Bay region. 

One of  the goals of  this project is to collect feedback from consumers, service providers and other support systems 
for individuals living with disabilities in the Bristol Bay Region. This information will determine the extent of  
services needed to enhance quality of  life and health for individuals with disabilities. Fundamentally, SILC would 
like to know if  local stakeholders want to have a locally provided Center for Independent Living.  

All of  the interviews remain confidential, with responses aggregated into the final report or statements or quotes 
remaining anonymous. 

Questions for Policy Makers
What do you think are the top challenges facing people in Alaska with disabilities? What about those in Bristol 1. 
Bay particularly?

What are the strengths of  the locally-based and operated service delivery as compared to a larger regional 2. 
organization?

Knowing what you do about the Bristol Bay region, what words of  advice do you have for SILC as they 3. 
consider program development for people with disabilities in the region?

Agnew::Beck has a project website for this effort, which includes a survey to collect information from 4. 
stakeholders who benefit from services. I’ve attached a flyer that has information about this. If  you could, please 
forward this to contacts who may know people in the region. Who else should we talk to? 

Anything else you would like to add? 5. 

Questions for Centers of  Independent Living
Our understanding is that most of  the community-based CILs are funded from the federal funds awarded to 1. 
the State of  Alaska’s Department of  Labor and Workforce Development.  CILs often have additional funds 
that come from special grants, earmarks and other sources. What additional information do you think we 
should know about the revenue streams for CILs in Alaska.(for example:  future trends, funding or reporting 
requirements, long-term outcomes)? 

What do you think are the top challenges facing CIL’s in their program implementation in Alaska? What about 2. 
those focused in Rural communities?

What are the strengths of  the locally-based and operated model as compared to a larger regional organization 3. 
(such as Access or SAIL)?

Knowing what you do about the Bristol Bay region, what words of  advice do you have for SILC as they 4. 
consider program development in the region?
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AppendIX IV :: SurVEy rESuLtS
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rESPoNSES to QuEStIoN 3
3: what are the most important needs for elders and people with disabilities to live 
independently in the community? 

Family member be appointed as guardianship or be Personal care Attendant, for in most small villages there is a 
language barrier, only way to understand is by interpetation.
Place to work, socialize, help with forms, daily living assistance needs, place to stay
Support system and overcoming barriers such as transportation. Fixed income needs to be addressed.
Access to services.  Personal care Attendants are needed.  Support systems.  Physical therapy is a big need in the 
villages.
Housing
Someone to help them.
When I brought my husband home, he had problems with his diabetes, and we couldn’t find out what the resources 
were, and I had to do a lot of research to find out what available.  They need to know that there are people out there 
who can help them fill out the paperwork.
Elder care-givers, Elder Maintenance for home-they can’t do it themselves and elder choreworkers.  I don’t know if 
children that are in the IEP program(school based) counts
In home assistance or more opportunities for assisted living facilities.  there are No residental options for elders who 
are over income.
Someone to check in on them daily and help them with chores. they also need help with subsistence gathering.
A reliable source of transportation, home services such as snow removal.
Home care agency that is funded so they get paid care.  A dME agency that bills Medicare and covers cost of shipping.
reliable and affordable public transportation and/or sidewalks and bike paths that are well maintained through town and 
hud.    Assistance with energy costs, ideally some alternative to oil  that has a low carbon footprint.
Support staff, adequate housing and transportation.  Support staff needs cultural awareness and sensitivity.
daily check-in: is the elder fed? bathed? changed? comfortable?
In dillingham it would be very helpful if the agencies would give all the elders and disabilities person to get discount or 
assit they have to give or help the elders and disable person.
A place to stay, housing, social interaction, job support, and relable care in the region.
SAFE affordable housing, transportation to & from essential services, help in allowing them to be able to live in their 
own homes for as long as possible - Personal care Attendents!
Energy efficient housing with utilties  Personal Care incl. chores, firewood & subsistence foods  Transportation Services  
Assistance with Paperwork incl. SSI, Medicare, etc
Reliable regular transportation for medical appointments and shopping not age specific, cleaning and cooking assistance, 
and fuel/wood hauling/chopping assistance, dump garbage, help with subsistance food needs-berries, moose/caribou, fish, 
and regular snow removal.
Full care living facility or licnsed PcA’s to assist elders who choose and can live in their own homes.
the Hoveround Chair, a german shephard, handicap ramp, and a certified nurses aide.
Food and fuel and transportation
transporation services  PcA Services and chore Service availability
respite  care like the (our House) that closed recently, person that could help with paperwork, ie medicaide, food 
stamps, veterns benifit  program.  easier access to Hope Cottages.
Equipment in homes, ramps additional equipment stored at clinics for use of individuals.
funding to pay helpers to go into the home, especially elders that do not qualify due to over-income
caregivers!! counselors!  Support of the community! $$ to pay for services!  Heating fuel/Electric assistance (Energy 
Assistance)
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3: what are the most important needs for elders and people with disabilities to live 
independently in the community? 
Housing, full-time caretakers, financial assistance for food
support in paying for living necessities, help in daily living, behavior supports, fixing living situation to make household 
better.
Seems there needs to be more support services / support staff to help people continue to live in the Bristol Bay region/
in their villages/ in their homes.  Sometimes having a personal care attendant or social support person for a few hours 
every day could make all the difference.  there was a local home health care business running in our region which was 
helpful to many people but due to lack of support to the business owner they were unable to continue the business.  
that was a service that was highly needed.   that home care was set up just for elders or people with medical needs it 
was positive but would have been better if it included providing home support to people with other disabilites such as 
tBI, developmental disabilites, mental illness etc....    there is a lack of supported housing in our region.   Lack of respite 
services for families that provide care to their ill relatives.     the BBAHc crisis respite house for people with serious 
mental illness was sht down due to financial problems at the hosptial.  This is a huge loss for the Bristol Bay region!    
People with mental health disabilites will have less support, people will get less overall  medical care because problmes 
won;t get identified or they won;t have a safe place to stay, possible increased legal problems for clients that need sup-
port when they are in the hub community, increased API and out of region hospitalizaitons etc.....    Bristol Bay could 
benefit from a centralized Independant Living Center that could assist with case management type services and assist 
people with the process of applying for Social Secuirty and other benefit programs.   Assist people that fall thru the 
cracks becasue they do not fit the criteria for one program or another.
opportunities for regular social interaction; adequate educational services; family support; access to more advanced 
medical services.
understanding, and being able to show up no matter the circumstance
I’m concerned over a lack of available housing options and the role that M.E.A.L. has taken on - It is supposed to be an 
Assisted Living home with no residents bed ridden, it operates in all functionality as a ‘nursing home’ with bed ridden 
elders...Although I think we need a home to provide round the clock care, M.E.A.L is continually under-staffed and the 
staff they do have are not properly trained and able to provide the level of care that a true nursing home is...We need 
both a nursing home to keep our elders with these needs close to home, but we also need a true assisted, if not inde-
pendent living home for folks who don’t need as much help caring for themselves but are not able to live on their own.
the person with a disability has to be able to be able to live at the place HE/SHE is living comfortaply with minimal or 
some help, like myself.
transportation and case management
assistance in the home
Have reliable caregivers who have a decent salary
Help and support from community, such as subsistence and help around the house.
A local person i can call that knows me and my town’s resources.  Help me apply for needed help and follow-up with 
me.  It takes a long time and I have to wait with no help.
good home to live in,security,safe from bad poeple

rESPoNSES to QuEStIoN 3
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rESPoNSES to QuEStIoN 4

4: what do you like about your living situation today? 

Most Elders prefer to be at home, around families and there are tight nit families still existing today, most of the families 
want to care for their aging families and they have their own homes.
For the time being barely living but making it. I am thankful I can work at my home community.
I have my own place.
I live in a home with my husband and children.
No crime.
For my husband to take care of him in his own home, spent our summer up on the island doing subsistence.  Keeping on 
it, I was able to get help for a generator to keep his dialysis machine going.
today, am in contact with elder mom-she and my brother Mike(terminal illness-pancreatic cancer), when they need help 
they contact me and my husband. 1 elder lady lives alone, but grandson checks up on her and sometimes her daughters 
help her.
We were care takers for an Elder for 3 years.  We were able to allow him to live out his final years at home but really 
needed some assistance with his needs.  We never had a break or any other care providers to help us out.
I like living in dillingham; it is a small caring community.
that people do not wait for a program before helping each other.
I have community social support, a fairly good standard of living, and choices in my life.
I like that have a place to live.
My independence and the option to live in my home community.
I am capable to care for myself and my children at home.
ok. I need a greenhouse, terape room with steambath in it.
Nothing, I would rather see the elders and poeple with disabilities live in the region and feel welcome.
My living situation is fine.  It’s the elders and person with disabilities that I serve that I’m worried about.
Beautiful community, a great place to live
that the house has water and sewer with plumbing, washer and dryer.
I must say that I am happy about it, because I have a permanent job, healthy kids/grandkids, and sober for over 2 years 
now.
own my own house.
Is independent
I am thankful that my son could live home
Not disabled.
I am able to live, work and raise my child in my home community.
Short distance to hospital - that they know who we are at the hospital
that my son is living in a small community
Safe community; high level of volunteerism that attempts to fill needs; easy access to outdoor activities such as subsis-
tence, recreation, etc.
I live with my husband and children, no need for assistance yet, but give me 60 years and then we’ll have to see!
It is a place where I can live independently by myself, or with minimal help.
Being in a community that knows one another and supports each other.
with my family
people are friendly and helpful
good
Live in my home town with my friends and relatives.  the outdoors and seasons here.
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rESPoNSES to QuEStIoN 5

5: If your community were created perfectly for you to be able to live successfully and indepen-
dently, what qualities, aspects, or services would be available to you?
PHS, water/sewer, telephone, vhf, food, and someone there to do errands when needed.
All the resources needed to live comfortabley with out sending anyone even the disabled out of our community to receive ser-
vices.
on the job training for the disabled.
We would have a bridge in Aleknagik, a store and activites my family can participate in.
We do not have any, so anything would be an improvement.
Access to information, to know that there were agencies available to help us.  My son and his brother built an extra room for him, 
needed to have a sterile room, had to have 50 cases of medicine just to keep him alive for months.  BBNA Elder assistance carol 
was very helpful she helped me find out what services were available.
would be living in a peaceful community, knowing that all is taken care of...and keeping in touch with whomever is helping the 
eldery and fraile individuals.
In home care providers until such time that a nursing home would be necessary.  Assisted living available for all elders, not just 
those who are under the income guidelines.
rides to counseling, more adequate handicap ramps and access, better follow up services.
transportation, handi-cap accessible housing, snow removal, wood delivery, steam bath
Public transportation for all,not just disabled.  cheaper fuel costs.   Higher salaries and more part time work.
It is.  If I couldn’t walk or speak, hear or see I would need support staff, adequate housing and transportation to live independently.
Elder housing: with cooking facilities, bathing care, laundry services, and a craft/activity center for them.
get a discount in the store’s, dumping service, snow plowing, hauling wood, electric, water, and telephone.
Independant living services, resources for all even for the elders and people with disabilites, where they have access to everything 
and npt to leave our area.
Safe affordable housing, safe walkways/sidewalks and reliable motored transportation, personal care attendent who can meet me 
where I’m at so I can live in my own home for as long as I am able.
All items listed in 3 above
A team of people to go get fish, prepare it for smoking, canning, freezing for the community.  Moose/caribou for drying, canning, 
freezing.  Berries for freezing.  A community vegetable garden to harvest.
None that I know of...limited from Medicaid.
Maybe a bus service like 7:00 a.m. to 7:15 a.m. to town from Aleknagik, then like 5:30 to 6:00 p.m. from dillingham to Aleknagik.
None
Low cost fuel  Public transportation  More active senior center
more housing, an extra FSW,
None
Elders need an independent life style, and living at home as long as possible would be essential for their mental and social wellbeing.
Support Services; Energy Assistance; caregivers (if needed);counselors (including home visits); Life skills assistance
Expert doctors in all fields, housing and care takers for 24 hour care
don’t know
affordable airfare to access higher level of medical care; affordable cost of living
Same answer as question number three for the most part - different facilities that specialize in providing care and the different 
levels of need.
Supportr where a family member can check on me or help me if I need help..
good medical care, accessible transportation, effective case management
home health, home help, support for caregivers
a great listener  have rides readily available
Handicap entrances, ie, church
Help I ask without going to strangers in city.  Phone & mail never gives me help.  Be part of what i can do in family, town and meet-
ings so i can be part of my home town.
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rESPoNSES to QuEStIoN 12

12: what are your ideas for new services to be developed or provided? 

more personal care attendants.
Have a center that is able to provide all services above.
More social interaction.
funding available for personal attendant servcies, housing just for elders that need it---also elder main-
tenance repairman.
group homes for individuals with disabilities.  In home care providers, respite care providers.
Agency Based PcA  Statewide “rural” medicare funded Home Health Agency  Better resources to 
help folks access Medicaid.   rural grant or agency funded care coordination.
I think that a paved bike path from hud to town and through town, and a paved road to Hud would 
really help me becuase it would be easier to go for walks and get rides places.  there are a lot of 
people who avoid the HUD road because it is so hard on cars.  My stroller also is also difficult to push 
over the gravel bike path and it gets muddy in the spring.  there are a lot of elders and people with 
disabilities who live in Hud and walk everywhere.  It would be nice for them to have better paths.
Ask more elders and disabled people what they want.
Elder building/housing.
read #5.
job coach or developer, place to go to that is  safe for all indiviuals and do stuff together.
Personal/personalized indepent living attendents.
More Elder and youth activities where the youth help the Elders and Elders pass on cultural knowl-
edge
Make a community garden and area for preparing fish and moose/caribou together.  This would meet 
social needs/togetherness also.
First money is needed then go from there.
It should be good, especially for those who don’t have transportation to go to work, appointments, 
shopping or bill pays.
Loan closet with everything possible, wheelchairs, beds, portable toilets, rails, ramps, syringes for feed-
ing purposes, etc.
Elder lunch program would be nice.
Each community within the BB region is different.  I would develop a program that addresses each 
communities needs, spefically developed programs
Have the doctors travel out here more often.  reduce the paperwork, process to get the services 
easier to navigate.  I spoke to seven people to get services for one person.  they each do a different 
part of the process to get someone in an independent living situation.
don’t know
see #3
I would like to have a provider or nurse visit the elders monthly in there homes.
Already mentioned them.
none, right now.
sustained, State funded home health services and PcA svcs
Have elders/disability van
Start a service to guide me through services i need to live independently, understanding my commu-
nity resources and lifestyle.
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